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FATAL WRECK
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COLORADO SNOW

Scenic New Mexico.

WILL HELP HERE
Sister State Has Plenty

of the Beautiful Which Will Directly Assist in
Sustaining New Mexico
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PERISHING
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Terrific Snow Storm at Tres
Which Lasts for Sixty
conAccording to the information
Hours
Catches Herds
tained in the snowfall bulletin just
issued by the Colorado section of the
on the Mountains.

Firemen and Compartment

Car Man Instantly Killed and
Many Persons More or

Less'Seriously Injured.

United States Weather Bureau, the
Kltimlinn no tn the wntpr siinnlv for
the coming spring and summer in
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fluences the1 supply for northwestern
New Mexico, is quite satisfactory, as
the following extractts from the bulle
tin show:
While the snowfall over the upper
drainage areas has been lighter than
normal, the reports for the period end
lng December 31st show somewhat
better conditions as regards water sup
ply than prevailed at the correspond
ing date last year. In localities on
each watershed, embracing in all
about onehird of the mountain region, the snowfall .has been normal or
above normal, as against practically
no repofTs a year ago showing as
much as normal. This improvement
in the situation of course only relative, is most pronounced in the south
western part of the state. In nearly
all districts, however, the rainfall of
late summer and early fall replenished
the supply of ground water, and as a
consequence springs are giving a nor
mal flow, only to be turned into ice by
the prevailing low temperatures. The
formation of a great number of ice
fields, which will probably remain un
til after later snowfalls have melted
will be a favorable factor In the flow
during the period of late Irrigation.

Through the Night
Snow
Drifts From Three
Piles
to Ten Feet in Depth.

Heavy Gale Blowing

Special to the New Mexican.
Tres Piedras, Jan. 12. A severe
1m
to
New
Mexican.
the
Special
storm has been raging here for
snow
12.
Fireman A.
Las Vegas, Jan.
about sixty hours and is still in full
M. Cocheran of Malvern, Kans., Fire-moforce.' The snow is about three feet
O. Grueneberg of Las Vegas and
in depth on the level. There was a
Philip Freinenzhner, in charge of a
heavy gale last night and as a result
were
compartment car,
instantly
snow is today piled in drifts which
the
killed this morning in a head on colin some places are from ten to fifteen
lision between the Santa Fe California
feet in depth. All railroad traffic Is
Limited No. 4 and freight No. 912 at
at a standstill. Owing to the fine
a point near Tipton between Wagon
weather which has until recently preMound and Shoemaker..
Cocheran
OJO
HOT
vailed large herds of sheep are known
CALIENTE
TAOS
COUNTY.
SPRINGS,
was fireman
of the Limited and
to have been caught on the mounEn
of
the
Grueneberg
freight engine;
tains and it is believed that thousands
gineer F. G. Boomer of the freight
are perishing. There can be no doubt
was badly cut in the head. Engineer
that the loss will be heavy.
Allison of the Limited was badly cut
and also sustains serious internal
juries. The cooks andwaiters of the
dining car were all injured more
At 4 o'clock Tuesday afternoon ocless, but none of them were fatally
curred
the annual meeting of the stockhurt. None of the passengers are ser
iously hurt, although many received holders of the First National Bank. At President Sends Several Nomi-j If Statehood Bill Should Pass
Denver, Jan. 12. A paper by W. P.
painful cut's and bruises. The Limit this session the following directors
WalH.
L.
R.
were
J.
chosen:
Palen,
Riddle, general traffic manager. of the
ed was running .forty miles an hou
the Senate it Would Carry
nations to the Senate and
Santa Fe System, on the relations of
and making down grade. The two en do, J. G. Schumann, S. Spitz and J.
With It Five Millions
Amongst the Confirmations
the live stock shipper to transporta
gines, a compartment car and severa H. Vaughn. r?he directors then ortion, was the opening feature of the
is That of Judge Abbott.
For Schools.
freight cars were reduced to a heap ganized by electing R. J. Palen, presiJ.
of the National Live Stock
convention
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H.
vice
N
of scrap iron and kindling wood.
Waldo,
dent;
president,
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and
Association
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and
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not
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assistant
be
Brodhead,
been
but
it
is
present
has as yet
made,
COCKERELL HAS BERTH ANDREWS IN SENATE
The Supreme Court of the Territory
lieved at Las Vegas that the freight These officials are the same, with the
Secretary Gavin of the association.
of New Mexico convened this morning Riddle's declaration was that the
train's crew thought they had time to exception of Mr. Brodhead, as they
at 9 o'clock in its chambers at the grievances of the live stock men
.
make Tipton. No trains can pass th have been the past year.
Missouri Senator Prefers New Mexico's Delegate-Elec- t
is InRetiring
capitol, there being present Hon. Will against railroads were largely imagln- The First National Bank is the oldwreck for sixteen hours.
Place on Interstate Commerce
troduced to Both Wings by Pennsyliam J. Mills, chief justice; Hon. Johnarv oi,h thai if shinners would confer
est financial institution in New Mexico
Associated Press Report.
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R. McFie, associate justice; Hon. nersonallv with the responsible om
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to
Commission
That
vania Senators Bjll Gives Right
Las Vegas, Jan. 12. Santa Fe pas and the Southwest. Mayor Palen has',
Frank W. Parker, associate justice, cers of railroads a satisfactory ad
'
of the Panama Canal.
of Way Temporarily.
senger train No. 4, California Limited, served as president since 1889 and
Hon. William H. Pope, associate
and
'J
collided In a head on collision with a from 1879 to that time acted as cash
justment would swiftly ensue, tie
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With
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this
exception
freight
morning thirty
Washington, Jan. 12. The Presi- Special to The New Mexican.
general, and Jose D. Sena, clerk
of Raton. The fireman on the Limit years, during which time he was ab
fully appreciate the difficulties with
dent
Case No. 1068, Maria, otherwise which the railroad men were comtoday sent to the Senate the nomWashington, Jan. 12. The five miled and a negro barber were killed sent from the Territory, Major Palen
ination of James D. Yeomans of
lion dollars for the joint state of Ari- known as Kaooj Koury, relator, versus
pelled to contend. The stockmen, he
Many passengers were bruised but has been connected with the bank to be an interstate commerce Iowa,
comzona
goes providing the joint state- the judge of the Probate Court, Mar said, were not all knowing any more
since 1873.
none seriously hurt.
He has also nominated hood bill ever passes the Senate. The cos Costillo, of the County of Santa
than the ra''road man was all powerLater: The dead are: O. Greuen-bereerCashier Vaughn came to the bank missioner;
Cockerell
Senator
of Missouri to be a
for such an ap Fe, Patrocinq ; Lopez . and - Michael ful. S..H Cowan said that Riddle'
r
M
A.
twenty-foufireman, of Raton:
years ago as bookkeeper nieraber of that commission, Cockerell amendment providing
It Koury; a proceeding to prohibit the statements on paper did not "exactly
propriation passed the Senate.
Cocheran, of Melvern, Kansas, fire' He proved himself a man of real worth
to that of the carries no government interest.
this
place
preferring
probate court from exercising certain nnrrpannnrt with his evidence before
his
In
man;
present capac- Panama Canal
Philip Freinensehner, negro and was Installed
Senator W. H. Andrews, delegate jurisdiction in matters arising out of tne interstate Commerce Commission,
commissionership.
barber of Chicago.
ity, having filled the same with honor
The Panama commissionership pays elect of New Mexiqo, was Introduced the probating of the estate of the late
Wreck in the South.
to himself and to the institution.
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this
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The north
Mr. Brodhead
was taken in the
raisjnc the rates on cattle.
Mobile, Ala., Jan.
about morning by Senators Penrose and and submitted, N. B. Laughlin and R.
Other traffic managers, he said, had
.bound passenger train on the Mobile banking company's employ four years Commerce commissionership
Jackson & Kansas City Railroad ran ago as bookkeeper and as assistant $5,000. inPresident Roosevelt waived Knox of Pennsylvania. Andrews is H. Hanna representing the relator, taken the same attitude as that of
the appointment of Cocker- working against the bill hard and does and A. B. Renehan. and Catron & Riddle. Mr. Butler of Idaho, ridiinto a washout today and the engine, cashier at present he is meeting all politics
ell because he considers him capable not believe that it will pass.
Gortner, the respondents.
coaches
car
culed the assertions of Riddle to the
and
in
the
demands of the establishment
passenger
baggage
Laid Aside Today.
In the proceedings of the court pub effect that the railroads would give
overturned. General Passenger and a highly satisfactory manner, being and honest. It has been known for
some time that the retiring Senator
Washington, Jan. 12. In order that lished yesterday the New Mexican nromDt redress on the presentation of
Freight Agent L. B. Sullivan, who courteous to the general public.
was slated for something good.
the
of
appropriation bill might be pro omitted to note the submission, on grievances
The great complaint
was making an inspection tour on the
President Palen is one of the best
ceeded with the statehood
bill was briefs, of case No. 1052, Territory of stockmell( he sald, was the delay in
Abbott's Nomination Confirmed.
engine was instantly killed. Three known financiers in the west and his
New Mexico, appellee, versus F. L.
men were injured.
Washington, Jan. 12. The appoint temporarily laid aside.
transportation and that no satisfac
very successful administration of the
For
Indians.
the
Clark,
appellant, being an appeal from tlon nad been received after hundreds
bank's affairs proves conclusively that ment of the Hon. Ira A. Abbott of
Thus far most of the amendments the District Court of Chaves County; of COmpla.lnts- - His declarations were
he is the right man In the right, place, Haverville, Massachusetts to be assoto
the Hamilton joint statehood bill the solicitor general, G. W. Pricharfc
wlth loud cheers and cries
In a bank, more than in any other busi ciate justice of the district of New
which have been accepted by the Sen representing the Territory, and Em- of "that's so."
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success
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only
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Reorganization Broached.
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by
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the
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were made by Messrs. Stewart and
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of
argu
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Upon
of
reorganization had been unplan
Board Is Practically Through Terri to business, intimate knowledge of the
Walpole Gets Plum.
Newlands, the former advocating an ments in the Koury case th court an der consideration for three days. The
business men of the community and
torial Assessment Lists and Will
12.
N. S. Walpole
Washington, Jan.
for the protection of the nounced an adjournment until tomor stockmen had heard nothing of it and
the financial and business condition lo was nominated by the President to be amendment
Probably Adjourn Tomorrow.
of the Indians in Indian Ter row morning at 9 o'clock.
interests
he wanted the thing brought into the
centers. postmaster of Pueblo and his nomina ritory-ancally, and in the business
the latter favoring the lim
convention and settled. Vice Presiof
Equaliza-tioBoard
with
conversant
The Territorial
Major Palen is fully
tion has been confirmed by the Sen- itation of the area of lands to be sold
Smith explained that the comdent
was in session at the capitol to all of these and hence the absolutely ate.
to individuals.
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condition
of
as
well
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the
It
at
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New Mexico Postmaster.
Mr. Stewart presented an amenddeclared that everybody
Cowan
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the very gratifying dividends to its
were present: James S. Duncan,
ment providing for control of affairs
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would not be adopted if it
their
report
kle. Roswell: Martin Lohman, Las at which to do business. Depositors station agent of the Santa Fe Railway and
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In
this
Senate
the
Jan.
Denver,
He
at Kennedy, New Mexico, has been
paid a salary oi ?i5,ouu a year.
was in favor of reorganization.
Cruces; Alejandro Sandoval, Albu- cannot find a more reliable or better
He said the. Secretary of the Interior afternoon Senator Born, Democrat said the whole
vice
settled
be
could
Jackson,
postmaster,
appointed
thing
querque; J. A. Mahoney, Deming; conducted banking institution in. all
had drafted a similar measure, and was unseated by a vote of 18 to 15 and in
,
resigned.
thirty minutes if the convention
Robert J. Ervien, Clayton. The board this great country.
his
in
seated
was
Dick.
Republican,
official
a
from
read
that
letter
saying
More Defense for Smoot.
could get at it. He spoke in favor of
agreed upon a rate of assessment of
action of this character is necessary place.
separate
organizations. His remarks
the various properties in the Terri
Contest.
Will
Washington, Jan. 12. The defense to pacify the Indians. Mr. Stewart
Peabody
ap
with tumultuous
MEXICAN
were
DOLLAR
for
the
in
greeted
Smoot
be
Senator
the
tory subject to assessment
investigation
Notice of Former Governor James
in support of the amendment
He moved that the committee
plause.
fore the Senate committee on privi spoke
Governor
year 1905. There is. very little differ
contest
H.
against
Peabody's
The committee amendments to the
be ordered to report
on
NOW DUTIABLE leges and elections today called to the statehood
ence between the values fixed for the
to which there was no Alva Adams for office of governor was thisreorganization
bill,
it be dissolved.
or
that
afternoon
1905
stand F. H. Holsheimer, a practicing
The
year 1904 and those for the year
objection, were accepted, but many filed with the legislature today.
carried.
was
motion
unanimously
The
He
of
Idaho.
lived
are
the
Pocatello,
changes
Following
principal
lawyer
were passed over with the understand- complaint sets forth the allegation
12.
El
Jan.
The
Mexican
sil
Paso,
Stock
in
before
goin stock rates decided upon:
Utah about twenty years
for Adams,
ing that they should have further con- that the majority of 9,774
cattle north of the thirty-fiftas shown on the face of the returns
parallel, ver dollar is now a dutiable commodi- ing to Idaho, two years ago. He be sideration.
ty when taken into Mexico. The cus- longs to the Episcopal Church and
?10 per head; south of the thirty-fift- h
Mr. Newlands urged the amendment as finally canvassed was obtained by
parallel, $9 per head. Cattle other tom officers are collecting a duty said he had always been a Democrat of the bill so as to prevent the mon- means of conspiracy in Denver and
than range stock, $15 per head; com which amounts to nearly twenty-fiv- e
except for a time in Utah when in
The legisla
of desirable lands. He said no several other counties.
mon sheep $1.25 per head; graded per cent of the value of the peso. All common with all Gentiles, he belonged opoly
ture is asked to open the ballot boxes
to
should
be
pur
permitted
purchaser
Mexican
dollars taken .into to the Liberal party. The examina
Tokio, Jan. 12. The Japanese war
sheep, $1.50. The board will probably silver
was necessary from a number of precincts in Den-Mexico are taxed with the exception tion of Holsheimer was confined al chase more land that
J ofllce
nnish tomorrow.
has notified American Minister
and
Boulder
Las
Animas,
ver,
Adams,
to
a
support
family.
of five dollars, which are allowed most entirely to the political condithat it will be pleased to perGriscom
that
Counties.
is
It
alleged
Conejos
free of duty to all persons passing tions in Idaho.
the frauds in these precincts are so mit General Mac Arthur and'one aide
through a port of entry. Currency is
To Quarantine Cattle..
extensive that a true count will show to accompany the Japanese army Into
Manchuria. At present two British
exempt from this duty, all paper mon
12.
Jan.
Washington,
Representa
Peabody to have been elected.
ey going in free.
tive Wadsworth of New York, chair
generals are accompanying the troops
BY
The Mexican government has en man of the House committee on Agriand satisfaction is expressed at tne
forced this tariff law to protect itself culture has introduced a bill to enable
American action in sending an offPOST- VEGAS
LAS
Jan. 12. Postmaster against an avalanche of pesos from the
Washington,
New York , Jan. 12. Throughout
icer of such high rank.
estabto
of
Secretary
Agriculture
General Wynne has issued an order all over the world which would be lish
Submarine Boats.
a quarantine dis the freezing last night scores of demaintain
and
PAT
STANDS
OFFICE
e
transferring the entire corps of
rushed into Mexico now that the coun- tricts and to regulate the movement positors waited at the doors of the
Libau, Jan. 12. Four submarine
Inspectors from the jurisdiction try has adopted the gold standard and of cattle and other live stock.
boats havejarrived here from the Uni
State Bank on Grand Street to head
of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster given the silver peso a staple value of
12. Justice Barn ted States. They will be sent to via- Need the Rio Grande.
the line when the run on that bank
Jan.
Washington,
General and placing them immediately fifty cents gold.
Washington, Jan. 12.The census was resumed today. For two days ard of the Dlsltrict Supreme Court divostock by rail.
under the postmaster general. This
bureau
has issued a report on the con- frenzied Hebrews from the east side has denied the application for a writ
action is taken on the ground of sub- UNCLE SAM'S TIP
.
dition of '. irrigation in the United have been engaged in a rush for their of mandamus to compel the postmasWill Get Through.
serving the best interests of the govTO CZAR NICHOLAS States in 1902, showing 33,415 sys- money for no other apparent reason ter general to
the postof
Washington, Jan. 12. The Senate
ernment and also as based on the fact
St. Petersburg, Jan. 12. Russia has tems with 69,311 miles of main canals than that they saw a rush of deposit- flce at Las Vegas, New Mexico. The committee today authorized Senator
that inspectors" of other executive de- been informally
informed by the Uni- and ditches irrigating 9,487,077 acres. ors to put
in the hank and mis- postofflce at Las Vegas was consoli Gallinger to make a favorable report
partments of the government are di- ted States government that owing to The report says that the great 'obsta- took them money
for people wanting their dated with that of East Las Vegas by on the merchant marine shipping bill
rectly under the heads of the depart- the limited time at the disposal of the cles to irrigation in Texas and New money. Cashier A. L. Voorhis said to the postmaster
general and his sec prepared by the merchant marine
ments. The order Is one of the most short sesslon of
the American Con Mexico in the present treaty be- - day that bank had ample funds to tion is not regarded as reviewable by shipping commission.
V '
deImportant issued by the postofflce
gress, further negotiations "on the sub- - tween this country and Mexico which meet every demand for money, no mat- - the courts.
i
partment .for a long period and may Ject of the proposed Russian-America- n
Advertise In the New Mexican sad
prohibits the Impounding of the waters ter how long prolonged the rush
create soma significant developments. aroitrauon treaty will be
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
postponed, of the Rio Grande.
might be.
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IN ASSESS-- '
REFORM
MENT METHODS.
The coining legislature must do its
utmost to devise and adopt legislation
that will provide a system that will be
satisfactory for the assessment of
property and the collection of taxes. It
is true, that other commonwealths
have not yet solved the problem to
their satisfaction but that Is no reason
why the legislature should not make
an effort in that direction. These
three facts stand out above all others: Much property is not listed; the
classes of property listed do not bear
equal proportion of valuation to their
real value, and tax collectors collect
only from sixty to ninety per cent of
the taxes assessed against their counties. The remedy seems easy but to
compel its adoption and enforcement
is more difficult. Given a just assessment it will be easier to hold every
collector responsible on his bond fori
100 per cent of the taxes levied In his
county. The law gives him sufficient
power to compel the payment of taxes
justly due, although at present no use
is made of that power by collectors
and they are satisfied to collect only
such taxes as come to them without
much effort.
As to making each county bear its
proportionate share of the burden of
taxation, the remedy Is also easily
found and its success depends alto
gether upon Its enforcement. Two
years of trial have demonstrated that
proportioning In lump sums the total
amount of taxes to be raised among
the counties is impracticable, if not
illegal, as it has given rise to varying
tax rates in different counties for the
same purposes upon the same proper
am
ty. The board of equalization
the traveling auditor, or both, should
be given complete authority to revise
and correct every assessment roll, as
a whole as well as in detail and to as
sess property that has escaped the as
sessor or the board of county commis
sioners, eltner through negligence or
wilful disregard of the law. A good
and just system of assessment and
taxation is the foundation for every
well regulated civil government.
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T1EX1GHH
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Thw New Idejican is the oldest
twsfapcr in New Mexico. It is sent
io every postofflce in the Territory,
ad has a larg and growing circulation among the intelligent and
people of the Soithvest.
pro-tressl-

UNION(fl)LA'BE:T!

THE DENVER BUSINESS MEN'S
VISIT TO SANTA FE.
Concerning the visit of over one
hundred Denver business men which
is scheduled in Santa Fe for the 19th
instant and their trip which is to
take five days and in which the excursionists are to visit the leading
cities of the Territory on the line of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway, the city of El Paso, Texas
and the Pecos Valley in New Mexlc.r
the Denver Republican says:
"The excursion of business men
from this city to El Paso and thence
by way of the Pecos Valley to Amaril-lo- ,
Texas, which will start on the 16th
of this month, should awaken the interest of all Benver's enterprising and
progressive business men.
"It will be on the road only five
days, returning to Denver on the 21st
The cost to each participant will be
oily $44.60, and this will cover every
item of expense, meals, sleeping car
berths and railroad fare.
"There is no question that the
benefits that each man may with rea
son expect to derive from this excur
sion far outweigh the cost. It will
give the business men of this city
most excellent and at the same time
enjoyable opportunity to become per
sonally acquainted with leading mer
chants of New Mexico, El Paso and
the Panhandle country of Texas. Out
of acquaintances thus formed would
grow business relations that, if prop
erly fostered might ultimately prove
highly profitable.
"The excursion in itself will be en
joyable. An agreeable company will
be brought together. For the five
days during which they will be on the
road they will have a rest from the
care and labor of business and in ev
ery way a pleasant outing.
"In order to cover the expense of
the excursion not less than one hun
dred persons will have to join it It
would seem that among the members
of the Chamber of Commerce and the
real estate exchange it would be an
easy matter to secure that number. It
present an opportunity to improve
Denver's business relations with the
Southwest and awaken an interest In
this city which ought not to be ne
glected or overlooked."
Only a few days are left wherein
the citizens of Santa Fe can make
preparations for the proper reception
and entertainment of this
party;
therefore no time should be lost in doing so. The citizens and officials who
must act in this matter naturally are
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, president of
the Board of Trade; Mayor A. R. Gib
son, and Chairman of the Board of
Arthur Selig-maCounty Commissioners
The Board of Trade and the
City Council, as well as citizens generally, should aid them in the undertaking. The more cordially the Den
ver people are received here and the
more pleasant their stay in the city
is made, the better will It be for the
business
prospects of the Capital
City.
SENATOR TELLER'S AMENDMENT
PROPER AND JUST.
U. S. Senator Henry M. Teller of
Colorado, has always been a good
friend of New Mexico, no matter which
political side he was on. He did all
he could for the advancement of the
Territory while Secretary of the Interior under the Arthur administration and in the Senate, he has always
advocated what was best for the Territory", In the Joint statehood fight he
is again found on the side of the people. His offered amendment to the
Hamilton Joint statehood bill, that Oklahoma and the Indian Territory be
created one state, that New Mexico
be given single statehood and that
Arizona be allowed to remain in its
present territorial condition, Is very
pleasing to ninety per cent of the vot-

ers of the territories.

New Mexico regards with equanimity the threat that It will be cut out
of the Hamilton Joint statehood bill.
The plot of eastern Senators to deprive the West of two Senators who
would come to it sooner or later,
should find no encouragement la this
Territory.
,

AN ARIZONA PLAN OF CAMPAIGN

AGAINST JOINT STATEHOOD.
The Bisbee Daily Review outlines a
plan of campaign for the single statehood advocates in Arizona which
might, with great propriety and bene
fit, be followed by the New Mexico
opponents to the pending joint state
hood measure.
The Review says: "In
the event of the passage of the joint
statehood bill it will be an easy mat
ter to elect the forty-fou- r
delegates
allowed Arizona in the constitutional
convention, all pledged to prevent
framing any constitution at all. It is
known that there Is a very strong sen
timent in some parts of New Mexico
against joint statehood. Will it not
be possible to secure a sufficient num
ber of the New Mexico delegates to
the constitutional convention to join
from Arizona in
the solid forty-fou- r
preventing 'the framing of any constitu
tion at all? We believe this will be
the line of battle giving more promise
of averting the impending statehood
calamity than any other yet suggest
ed."
SENATOR .FORAKER WILL STAND
BY HIS WORD.
"Senator Foraker offered an amend
ment to the joint statehood bill to the
effect that the jointure question
should be submitted to the popular
vote of the people of each territory
and if either territory voted against
the jointure it should fail. Senator
Foraker gave notice that unless this
amendment was adopted he would
fight the bill to a finish. This settles
the joint statehood bill, for Senator
Foraker will keep his word." Arizona
Daily Star. Tucson.
Certainly, Senator Foraker will keep
his word and will aid the patriotic
citizens of New Mexico and Arizona in
their fight against the Hamilton joint
statehood bill, which measure is con
sidered by ninety per cent of the peo
pie of both territories, to be inlqul
tious and to be against their best
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad en
gineers are surveying a line from Du
rango, Colorado, to Darmington, tms
Territory, and it is believed that as
soon as the final survey is adopted,
the Denver & Rio Grande people will
build. Other projected lines in San
Juan County are those under the in
corporation papers of the El Paso &
Durangp Railroad by the Phelps-Dodg- e
& Company
people; of the
Colorado & Arizona Railroad by the
Southern Pacific, and the Durango,
Roswell & Gulf Railroad by the Santa
Fe Central management. Verily, It
looks as if San Juan County would
have a completed railroad line before
the first of January, 1906.
Within the last few years, patriotic
citizens of the Sunflower State have
given to the Kansas Historical Society several wagons which are claimed
were owned by the late John Brown.
Another one has just been added to
the list and it Is now a fact well es
tablished that John Brown, during his
residence In Kansas owned a regular
wagon trin and must have been quiet
wealthy. Be that as it may, while
"John Brown's body is mouldering In
the ground, his soul goes marching
on."

TAX

DODGING

IN SANTA
FE
COUNTY.
"Not always is the saying 'taxes are
as. certain as death,' true. In this
county alone a per cent of the person
al taxes are never collected and there
is no possible way of obtaining them,
especially when the property and its
owner leave the county and Territory.
As to real estate the saying Is ordinarily true." Springer Stockman.
In Santa Fe County, it is still worse
and at times even the taxes on real
estate are not collected. During the
past few years, it has been the custom
here to help the tax dodgers and those
who do not care to pay taxes at all by
filing suits in the courts and then
compromising w;th them at fifty cents
on the dollar, or letting the suits drag
loses
so that ultimately the county
thereby. This has had the effect of
placing a premium upon tax dodging
of taxes and
and the
punishing the honest tax payers who
pay their taxes as the law requires,
Not only has this unjust system lost
much money to the county, but it, has
of tax
also, increased the number
dodgers and those who desire to slip
out of paying taxes entirely right
along. This is a natural consequence
of the method in delinquent tax mat
ters which has obtained in Santa Fe
County. It is high time for a change
for the better. The coming legislative
assembly should so amend the reve
nue laws as to prevent jobs of the
kind above delineated, from being put
up on the people in tax dodging cases.

The Historical Society of New
is doing much good in obtaining
historical and archealogical
subjects
and articles of great value. The col
lection is growing steadily and is becoming decidedly interesting and important. More room is needed and the

cooDna
The man who would sit on a cake of
ice to cool off would be considered crazy.
Yet it is a very common thing for a jicr-so- n
heated by exercise to stand in a cool
Orauglit, just to
cool off. This
is the beginning
of many a cough
which ultimately involves the
bronchial tract
and the lungs.
For coughs in
any stage there
is no remedy so
valuable as Dr.
Pierce's Golden
Medical DiscovIt cures
ery.

TJbETl

OXFORD CLUB

stinate coughs,
bronchitis,
bleeding of the
luncs. and like
conditions which if neglected or unskill- fully treated terminate in consumption.
There is no alcohol in "Golden Med
ical Discovery," and it is entirely free
trotn opium, cocaine ana otner narcotics.
Accept no substitute for " Golden Med
ical Discovery." There is nothing "just
as good."
"I took a severe cold which settled in the

bronchial tubes." writes Rev. Frank Hay, of
Nortonviue. jenerson io., Kansas. "Alter trying medicines I labeled 'toSure Cure.' almost without number, was led try Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. I took two bottles and was
cured, and have staved cured.
"When I think of the great pain I had to
endure, and tne ternnie cougn I naa, it seems
almost a miracle tnat i was so soon relieved.
"That God may spare you many years and
abundantly bless you is the prayer of your
grateful friend."
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, containing 1008 large pages, is
sent free on receipt or stamps to pay ex
pense of mailing only. Send 21 one- cent stamps for the book in paper covers
or 31 stamps for it in cloth binding. Ad
. Y,
dress Dr. K. V. fierce, Buttalo,

offices adjoining the present, quarters
Advertise in the New Mexican and
of the society to the west in the "old you will increase your business.
Governor's Palace," should be given
for the uses and display of the many
How's This?
rare and curious historical objects
Wn Ofl'pr Oiib Hundred Dollars Reward for
now in its possession.
With more any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
room, a much better showing could be Hall s uatarrh uiire.
Jf, J UHKJNKr & CO., Toledo. U.
made.
We. the mulel'siiT-nedhave known F. .J
Cheney for the - st 15 years, and believe him
In
all business transacperfectly honorable
The movement against public cor- tions
and financially able to carry out any
by this firm. H
ruption, gambling and for decency, is obligations made
tYAI.DING, IVINN
fllKVIS,
Wholesale Drueerists. Toledo. O,
assuming the propoivions of a cruis
Mall's
taken
Cure
Catarrh
internally,
sade and the waves of popular right- act inn
directly upon the blood and mucous
eousness are beginning to lap the surfaces ot the system. Testimonial! sent
75 cents per bottle.
free.
Sold by all
Price
111
boundaries of New Mexico. It Is an
Druggists.
time for any legislative assembly tc Take Halls Family fills lor constipation.
take a step backward on Sunday and
Have your stationery printed by the
kindred legislation and the political
party responsible for such a step New Mexican Printing Company.
backward will rue it sooner or later.
A word to the wise is sufficient.
Sickening Shivering Fits
Of ague and malaria, can be relieved
The big leaders of the Republican and cured with Electric Bitters. This
party want the tariff to be let alone is a pure, tonic medicine; of especial
for the present although President benefit in malaria, for it exerts a true
Roosevelt has a decided leaning to curative influence on the disease, driv
wards a revision that will provide suf ing it entirely out of the system. It is
ficient revenue to prevent a deficit In much to be preferred to Quinine, hav- the future. For the time being he has ng none of this drug's bad after-effect- s
given in to the leaders but as the Pres E. S. Munday, of Henrietta, Tex., writes
ident generally gets the thing be is "My brother was very low with malar
till he took Elec
after, it will not be many months be- ial fever and jaundice,
fore the leaders will begin to see trie Bitters, which- - saved his life. At
Fischer's drug store; price 50c, guaran
things his1 way.
teed.
Governor Hoch of Kansas, Is an
and newspaper man and proposes
DON'T BE "CHADWICKED."
to keep on that line, although serr
A great many eastern people have
Ing as the chief executive of a pros been "Chadwicked" of late also some
perous and large state. A few days westerners, but if you want to get your
ago he said: "Our name will' remain money's worth, go to the Bon Ton,
at the masthead of the Record and we where you can get value received for
shall contribute editorial stuff to its your money. The biggest and best
columns and such 'Thoughts We've meal in the city for 25 cents.
Been Thinking' as may be appropriate
to print."
Greatly In Demand.
Nothing is in more demand than a
The time of elections of justices of medicine which meets modern require
the peace and of constables of pre ments for a blood and system cleanser,
cincts should be changed and should such as Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
take place on the first Tuesday after are
just what you need to cure stomach
the first Monday in November every and liver troubles. At Fischer Drug
even year at the time when regular Co.'s store, 25c,
guaranteed.
county and territorial elections are
held. If there, is any good reason why
It Is an admitted fact that real es
this should not be .done, the New
financial men and merchants all
tate,
Mexican would like to hear It.
,
say that quickest and best results are
It seems that the tide which las obtained by advertising in the "New
been flowing for some time towards Mexican."
the success of the Hamilton joint
SCRATCH PAPER.
statehood bill pending in the United
States Senate, has now turned and Is Made from ledger, linen, flat and boob
10 cents per pound
at th
flowing in the direction of the defeat papers at
Moxlcan.
This Is scrap paper pu'
New
a
same.
will
be
of the
There
many
Is leas thu.n the pape.
dry eye in New Mexico and in Arizona up in pads and
nly a limited supply.
originally cost.
at the defeat of the measure.
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FKAVCnCO Cfe, CASTA
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PLEA8ANTAN
MOST EFFECTIVE.
T. J. Chambers, Bid. Vindicator, Lib
erty, Tex., Writes, Dec. 25, 1902: "With
pleasure and unsolicited by you, I bear
testimony to the curative power of Bal
lard's Horehound Syrup. I have used
it in my family and can cheerfully affirm it Is the most effective and pleas
ant remedy for coughs and colds I have
ever used." 25c, 50c, and $1. Sold by
Fischer Drug Co.
New Mexico Civil Code handsome
ly bound in sheep, per copy $1.00, for
sale by the New Mexican Printing
Company. Copies will be sent by mall
upon the receipt of sum as above, to
any address desired.

ABOUT
THE SOUTHWEST.
The Rock Island system offers 20
prizes, of the aggregate value of $390,
for letters relative to the territory
along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas,
Indian Territoi
Oklahoma, Texas
and New Mexico. Letters should deal
with the writer's xperlences since he
settled In the southwest They should
tell how much money he had when he
arrived, what he Ali when he. first
came, what measure of success has
since rewarded his efforts and what he
thinks of that portion of the country
n which he id located. Letters should
not be less than 300 nor more than 1,
600 words in length and will be used
for the purpose of advertising tb
$890 FOR LETTER8

southwest
Letters are desired not only from
farmers and farmers' wives, but also
from merchants, school achers, cler
gymen; from everyone, In brief, who
has a stor to tell and who knows how
to tell it
For circular giving details, write
John Sebastian, passenger traffic man-

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. ager, Rock Island system, Chicago,
Mrs. Chadwick objects because the All druggists refund the money if It
detectives who have been investigat fails to cure. B. W. Grove's signature
Is on each box. 25c.
New Mexico Civil Code handsome
ing her career have not come to her
ly bound In sheep, per copy $1.00, for
for particulars. The woman is unreaThere ia a class oi people in San sale by the New Mexican Printing
sonable. She Is perfectly aware that
she could not tell the truth If she ta Fe who trade only with the mer- Company. Copies will be sent by mall
would and would not tell the truth if chants who advertise their business upon the receipt of sum as above, to
?
she oouldi
in the home paper,
any address desired.

M. M.

W

Puopfiictom

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS. Proprietor.

and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
s
tennedted. Pine Sample Room for Commercial Men s
fire-pro-

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Go's Office to the Building
CORJVEK PLAZA. AND SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

and Table
Service Ucacoallr

Cuisine

thmMAttd nnd Refus- staked Throughout

The Palace Hotel
'

WfcUAJM VAUOBH, PROP

.

New Mexico Civil Code handsome
ly bound in sheep, pe.- copy $1.00, for
sale by the New Mexican Printing
Company.' Copies will be sent by mail
upon the receipt of sun as above, to
any address desired.
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Papers

Daily

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
JACOB WELTMER .
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United States Designated Depositary.

'he reasons are obvious

why you should patronise.

OUR PLACE
Only High Grade Liquors and Cigars

Kept in Stock

1

COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL

Telephone No. 7.

A. P.

W. R. PRICE, Prop.

.

HOGLE

A

Undertaker and

funeral Director
aimiran itmM
Beet oi RefMOM Ohwa as an ntBALMZK.
RESIDENCE

'PHONE

MOsJto'
141.

P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, Liguofs&Cigaf s
oust
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MONEY'S DIGEST.
The New Mexican Printing Company
LIKE THE PLAN has made arrangements with the pub
Can be obtained at the
Usher of Money's Digest of the New
Mexico reports to sell the same at the
reduced price of $G.50, delivered in any
El Paso Men With Horns Want A
CERRILLOS and MONERO
part of the Territory. Tbis price will
Southwestern Lcdgse o Join in
hold good only for a limited time In
Uniformed Marching Club.
BITUMINOUS
ANTHRACITE
order to reduce the stock so as to pay
Santa Fe Lodge No. 4G0, B. P. O. B for the publishing of the book. This
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
price Is subject to withdrawal without
has had Its attention directed to
We want to call your attention to the superior quality of our
new club of Elks being organized in notice, cash to accompany each order.
El Paso and having for its cognomen
IfJMP COAL, which la screened, free from dirt and bone.
"El Paso Quien Sabe Club."
Mr. William S. Crane, of California,
FIRE WOOD
The objects of the club are to pro Md., suffered for years i.om rheuma
mote sociability and good fellowship tism and lumbago. He vas flnafly adKINDLING
Cut any size desired
between members of the antlered herd vised to try Chamberlain's Pain Balm,
All orders will receive prompt and careful attention.
of the different lodges in the south which he did and it effected a complete
west; to have a good uniformed cure. This Iinament is for sale by all OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot
'PHONRNO, 85
marching club to enable the . south' druggists.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
&
j&
western lodges to make creditable
showings at all grand lodge sessions,
Have your
by the
The uniforms are to be of a very de New Mexican stationery printed
Company.
Printing
cided Mexican style with black cloth
coat and trousers trimmed with Mexi
can silver coins and silver chains. The WHAT YOU WERE LOOKING FOR.
The Bon Ton has on hand for its win
shirts are to be white pleated, rather
Dealer in
full, with a sash of purple silk, a typi ter trade 80 gallons of pickled chile's,
cal Mexican sombrero for a hat and 80 gallons of fine dill pickles and about
Furniture.
QueeDtware,
Cuttkry, Ti&ware.
shoes of patent leather. A carved cof 100 gallons of excellent sauer kraut,
Stoves and EaDges,
fee wood cane will complete
this prepared under the manager's personal
supervision, and it goes without saying
unique outfit.
Goods of All Kinds Sold en
Household
ot
ine committee
organization ap that they are "all right." Everybody
Easy Payments-Bues
pointed to look after the music has who has patronized this
secured the Mexican National Band tablishment knows that It bandies
and Sell all kinds of Stcci d Heed Gtc cs
"the President's own," when a greater nothing but the best. Mr. Conway says
to
is
making a special effort
crowd of lodgemen is expected than that he
PicttffC
88
assembled at Cincinnati.
The mem serve the best meals in the city for as imdertaRins ana Embalming
as
is
little
with
the
consistent
money
ChaB. Wagner Licensed Embalm
bers or the executive committee are
doing all in their power to make the times.
Residence 'Phone No. i.
Telephone No. 10. San Francisco Street.
Buffalo jaunt "the greatest ever.
They say the trip will be an epoch in
Spoiled Her Beauty.
the great order of Elkdom and that
Harriet Howard, of 209 W. 34th St.,
everything will be provided which New York, at one time had her beauty
could possibly add to the comfort and spoiled with skin trouble. She writes
pleasure of the brothers. Low railroad 'I had Salt Rheum or Eczema for years
rates have been secured and it is in- but nothing would cure it, until I used
257 San Francisco Street.
tended to have a special Pullman train Bucklen's Arnica Salve." A quick and
with diner attached, to carry the dele- sure healer for cuts, burns and sores,
gation from the Southwest to the 25c at Fischer's Drug Co.'s store.
Eastern city. A large number of Elks
in the various points of this section
Have your stationery printed by the
have already joined the club and
New Mexican Printing Company.
others expect to do so. Many from
the Albuquerque lodge will number
IMPERFECT DIGESTION.
among its members, while Santa Fe
Elks are thinking seriously of being Means less nutrition and in conse
admitted into the organization ranks quence less vitality. When the liver
and going on the trip, projected for fails to secrete bile, the blood becomes
Barfnrta, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linaa
the coming summer. It is authenti- loaded with bilious properties, the diDrawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Game
cally stated that over one hundred gestion becomes Impaired and the bow
Herbine will rectify
and fifty brothers have put. their els constipated.
and Other Gema.
names down as club fellows, the cost this ; it gives tone t- - the stomach, liver
of membership being $125, $15 payable and kidneys, strengthens the appetite
with application and the rest before clears and improves the complexion, in
the beat af TeryKainrt ia the Una.
June 1, which can be paid in install- fuses new life and vigor to the whole
ments of $15 each month if preferred. system. 50 cents a bottle. Sold by the
This amount will pay the expenses, Fischer Drug Co.
such as railroad fare, uniforms, sou
venirs and incidentals. If any mem
It is an admitted fact that real es
ber through sickness or otherwise tate, financial men and merchants all
BUN HOTHK
M, QCJIC'IIRL
finds himself unable to attend the say that quickest and best results are
Ycra
When
to
Come
Don't
jt
Albaqnirqne
Forget j
Buffalo convention, to be the grand obtained by advertising in the "New
lodge session, he will be entitled to a Mexican."
'ft
rebate of goodly proportions. With
these easy conditions presented, Elks
When bilious try a dose of Cham
con
in the Southwest are favorably
BOTHE. Proprietors.
QUICKEL
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
sidering the proposition and in Ihe and realize for once how quickly a
&
& &
1
next two or three months it is prob first-clas- s
medicine will corAnd
Billiard
Room
Hall
Attached.
able that the membership will be in- rect
the disorder. For sale by, all
Some of the
creased remarkably.
druggists.
brothers desire to make the Buffalo
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Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
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Cajrtwrigrt & Bro,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
B.

Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Wedtcfnea and Grocers' Sundries.
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i

mall oid

samtafq.il a.

REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO
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Dealers,
Santa Fa.

N.

JUL.

THE
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dab

trip, but business interests and other
matters make It difficult to decide at
such an advanced date. However, if
these can at all arrange their affairs
so as to be among, the representation,
they will do so without the least hesi
tation.
Cloth worth $2,000 is- to be pur
chased for uniforms and the secretary
of the new club, S. L. Friend, of El
Paso, says that the train will leave
the Pass City with no less than 200
men on board. Stops will be made at
Kansas
City, St. Louis, Chicago,
Cleveland, and probably other points,
Side trips will also be made to New
York City, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
The band will play
Washington.
whenever there is a chance of adver
tising the Southwestern brothers and
this implies there will be music in the
air the greater part of the time. At
present the eastern Elks are not fully
of the strength of their
apprised
brethren in New Mexico, Arizona and
southern California, but after the next
summer convention they will know
that' the antlered herd in these sec
tlons is an important branch of the
big order and that when it comes to
real enjoyment and good showing
they are in the front ranks.
Local Lodge Interested.
Secretary A. J. Fischer, of the local
lodge, is doing what he can to spread
the news about the club among the
Santa Fe Elks. He has written to
Secretary Friend at El Paso and ob- -

regarding the new organization and
the proposed trip to the Empire State.
Any members who wish to remain in
the east after reaching Buffalo can ser
cure
privileges and return
alone. The band will cost$5,000 but
nothing is too good for the Elks and
as a usual thing they pay little attention to expenses. The Quien Salt
Club is now holding regular meetings
on the first and third Mondays of each
month. Secretary Fischer hopes to
represent the Santa Fe order in com
pany with several local Elks.

It is an admitted fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the "New

berths for the return trip may have
the same secured by calling at the
general ticket office of the Santa Fe
Central In this city. Every possible
attention with politeness and courtesy
will be extended to all.
Advertise your

buai&esB.

It

pars.

Corner Railroad Arenac and Second Street
NEW MKTCO
ALBDQUBRQUE

Mexican."

SANTA FE ROUTE
LOCAL

TIME TABLE.
DEPART.
9

No. 720
No. 722
No. 724

a.m.

4:20 p. m.
7:10 p. m.

...

ARRIVE.

12:01 p.
No. 721..'.
6:15 p.
No. 723
9:35 p.
No. 725
No. 720 connects with Nos. 2 and

m.

m.

DO YOU EAT?
If You Do Try the New Cuisine at the

rnad

Q are

Short Orders a Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Open Day and Night.
21 Meals for $4.50.
Regular Meals 25 Cents.

G. LUPE.HERRERA,

Proprietor
Co'a Store.

854jaiiFranci8CoJUr

JJ

m.
10,

eastbound.

No. 722 connects with No. 1 west.
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9

west bound.
Passengers' for all points between
Lamy and Albuquerque except Kennedy and Los Cerrillos, will take 722 from
Santa Fe and No. 1 from Lamy.
Nos. 7 and 9 will make no stops except Los CerriMos and Kennedy.
A. J. BISHOP,

Acting Agent.
City ticket office, Catron block, east
side Plaza.

KRIOK iQLnioBiTfw
Letup's St Louis Beet
pun
jt

EllTIRir

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS

Goadaitrpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No.
WE ALSO HANDLE BOTTLED CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE CIDER.

The
hort

For Your

LIFE, ACCIDENT or
HEALTH Insurance
I

Yonr

SURETY or COURT

jj

I

Li one

BONDS,
As well aa Your

FIRE INSURANCE
Go to . . .
THE HANNA

EI Paso, Mexico and Southwest
THE BEST LINE

INSURANCE

AGENCY
'Phone No. 66.
Cor. Washington and Palace Avennes

I

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

The Trade SaapUedTroni One Settle to a Carload.

4

stop-ove-

8ANTA FE RAILWAY 8Y3TEM.
The Santa Fe Railway System in
connection with the Rock Island and
the E. P. ft N. E. systems makes close
connection at Torrance for all points
east and west by the new Golden State
Limited fast
trains. Homeseekers
from the east and others desiring

'

Denver, Kansas
.

Gty, Chicago, and all

Eastern Points.

The Only Line to California

t7:
AlwnirtlUMi. Ladlw.uk DrurlH
TltNUII,
tor CHICHESTER
BNOUUi
k

miiu iM m

la KED uid Sold autirt't MM,
with bin rlblm. Takes avkan
Paasaram r abatltaUaaa aaa
an, your iiruggukM
tfaaa, ft..
Mum
Papilaalara. I'M
aa "Halter far Ladle,") Mtw, b, re.
TMUaualtla. M4 at
tosaalelL O.Ott
'

CleerE?'?,T

Fast TimeMagnificent Equipment.
-.
For Further Particulars, Call on
H. S. LUTZ. Agent,
W. J. BLACK. 0. P. A..
Santa Fa, N. ft
Topeka, Kans.:
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INTERESTED IN

Per Cent Off

15

On

One Man In a Thousand

!

We have the assurance to say that we do not believe there
is One Man in a Thousand that we can not please with our
Clothing and satisfy with our prices. It's simply a combination
of excellent clothing and prices that attract so many men to this
store. We are never satisfied with anything but

THE BEST
The best of clothing, the best
of haberdashery, the best of hats
can always be found here and with every sale goes

my guarantee of

Money Back If You Want It
Can you do

better

iiiivmaStr
Py"M

than to come here for

FOOT PROTECTION

your clothing?

C
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Snow and ice one day
and slush the next, followed by slippery pavements,
win ici hu one iorget tnat good anoes are neeaea.
MEN'S Double sole Shoes in box calf, velour calf
and enamel leathers, in all sizes. 6 to 10, $2.50 to $4.50.
WOMEN'S different weight soles in caif, box calf
oi kid skin shoes, different style toes and heels, all
sizes and widths, $1 ,50 to $3.50.
BOYS' AND GIRLS' Box calf and kid skin
shoes, strong and durable soles, $1.25 to $2.50."
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J PERSONAL MENTION
Jl Jt J J Jt J J J J J J J J Jt
C. F. Laub, a sheep ranchman of
Chilili, is in Albuquerque on business.
Fred J. Otero, of Bernalillo, is in
the city on business and is stopping
at the Claire.
Mrs. C. F. Mitchell, a tourist from
Boston, Massachusetts, is spending a
few days in town.
.
Mrs. H. P. Wilbur, of Chicago, who
is traveling through the Territory, is

sZjUvconsr

(Successor to

SALMON

good.

Mrs. H. L. Peats and Miss M. M.
Cole, of Denver, are at the Palace and
will spend a few days in the city
sightseeing.
Hon. Pedro Perea, of Bernalillo,
to Congress, visited Las Vegas yesterday and attended the funeral of the late Jose Albino Baca.
'
Mr. and Mrs. James Kidd, of New
ark, New Jersey, are in the city on
their way to the southern part of
the Territory, Arizona and California

THERE IS NOTHING LIKE

'HOUSEHOLD

LACQUER
and tone to old worn, scratched

original lustre
FOR restoring
and faded furniture, woodwork

and floors.
LACQUERET dries over night and wears like rawhide. It will
not fade, turn white or crack.
LACQUERET is all right In everyway for everything. A child
can apply it.
a
LACQUERET Is sold in convenient packages ready for use in
Light Oak, Dark Oak, Mahogany, Cherry. Walnut, Rosewood,
Rich Red, Moss Oreen, and Clear". It Is TRANSLUCENT, nun.
fading, brilliant and durable. Superior in points of merit t
anything on the market.

Ask for Color Card and instructive booklet
"THE DAINTY DECORATOR."
FOR SALE BY

L

McKd
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Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
Brushes, Glass, Etc.
St.

who is making his
present home in Santa Fe and who
is a brother of Mayor A. R. Gibson, is
always interested in knowing what
takes place at his former place of residence, Collinwood, a Cleveland, Ohio,
suburb. Mr. Gibson thinks New Mexico is a fine land, but he believes that
Ohio is one of the best spots in the
Union and he Is usually pleased when
some one asks him to relate experiences he had back in the Buckeye
state.
"My wife is now visiting in Collinwood," said Mr. Gibson to a New
Mexican man.
"According to appearances she is keeping a close
watch upon affairs political and other
wise. Just look here what she sent
me in a letter," and the gentleman in
question exhibited a small one-shesupplement to the Collinwood News,
whose head lines read as follows:
"It's Wet! The Dry's Lose By Only
37 Votes!"
"You may think it strange when I
say that bit of news interests me. It
interests me because I have kept close
track of the contest that has been on
in Collinwood for some time between
the 'Wets' and 'Drys.' In this suburb are located the Lake Shore Railhunroad shops and the twenty-fiv- e
dred men who are employed therein
have had something to do with regulating the vote. The Lake Shore Company is very strict about its men and
does not want one to take a drop of
liquor. Some of the men are not of
the same opinion and while they are
not habitual imbibers, they relish a
draught now and then and they manage to secure it. I am confident about
579 out of the 1,195 shop men, who
probably voted at the polls, thought
they were entitled to step inside al
saloon when they desired and get a
drink. Two years ago the suburb
went 'dry' by 179 and that the condition should be exactly reversed causes
intense interest throughout Ohio and
among her sons and daughters scattered over the Union."

& ABOUSLEMAN.)

SELBY MAY COME
TO NEW MEXICO

Bennett is pleased with his Mrs. Andrews is accompanied by Mrs.
trip and the change did him much J. P. Mulvehill, of Monongahela, Penn- Clever Adonis of the Prize

J. W. Fairfield, manager of the
Green Mountain Copper Company,
secretary to with
at Rinconada, was in
W. H. Andrews, is in the postofflce en route to Montana to
Delegate-elec-t
city today
Albuquerque on business.
which state he goes on mining bus!
J. R. Teasdale, representing a St. ness.
Louis shoe manufacturing firm, spent
Brigadier General Frank D. Bald'
the day here on one of his periodical win, commandant of, the Department
trips.
of the Colorado, United States Army,
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Gilpin, of Phila- at Denver, has been authorized to go
delphia, who have been in the South- to the general hospital at Hot Springs,
west some time, are in Santa Fe for a Arkansas, for treatment for
few days.
of
Mrs. C J. Andrews, sister-in-laHenry C. Bennett, manager of the
W. H. Andrews, has art
reDelegate-elechas
Chaves Ranch at Progreso,
turned from Calixio, California, Where rived in the city from Pittsburg and
he visited his sister, Mrs. M. H. Dona has apartments at the Palace Hotel.

228 San Francisco

Tab on Local
Politics of His Former Home in
Buckeye State.

Santa Fe, N. M

sylvania.

S. B. Grimshaw, general

manager of
the Santa Fe Central Railway, has
returned after having spent some time
at St. Louis and Chicago on railroad
business.
General Manager Grimshaw will go to EI Paso ere long on
a business jaunt.
Colonel Theodore W. Heman of
agent of the Quay Land Company and Department Commander of
the Grand Army of the Republic, will
take up his residence at Santa Fe after next ,week, having accepted the position of land, townsite and right of
way agent of the Santa Fe Central
Railway Company.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
of the United States Indian Industrial
School is preparing to leave tomorrow
with a delegation of Pueblo Indians
for the city of Washington,
where
the Indians will talk to the Secretary
of the Interior and the commissioner
of Indian Affairs on the matter of
taxation of their lands and personal
property in the various Pueblo towns
in the Territory. The delegates to ac
company Mr. Crandall arrived last
night from Taos and Santa Clara.
From the former they are Venturo Ro
mero and Lorenzo Martinez and from
the latter-JesuNaranjo. More dele
gates are expected to reach Santa Fe
this afternoon and evening.
two
has
veritable
Albuquerque
itinerary divines within her precincts
They are the Rev. Charles Elliott, of
Riverside, California, and the Rev,
Wilbur E. Woodruff, of South Chicago,
They arrived in the Duke City a couple
of days ago and are guests of the
Rev. Mr. McNiel, the head of the
Broadway Baptist Church, the visitors
also being adherents to that faith
Their destinations are Williams, Art
zona, and the Grand Canon. They
contemplate reaching these points by
means of a comfortable wagon outfit,
camping and hunting as they go. They
have enjoyed their vacation thus far
and are convinced that when they re
turn for work In their respective
churches they will be fired with new
zeal and will not only have gained a
rest, but will have gleaned much in
spiration from nature.

Ring
Considering Duke City as Possible
Future Quarters.

I

Rumor has it that Norman Selby,
known in the sporting world as "Kid
McCoy." is thinking of making New
Mexico his home. Norman is the scientific) boxer and middleweight cham
inquired
pion, and he has already
concerning Albuquerque, stating that
in the future that city may afford him
headquarters. He has corresponded
with Duke City parties and he seems
enthused about coming to this section
He says that New Mexico is not only
a sunny land, most of the time, but
that its people are cordial, liberalminded and kind to strangers. It
might be added that men of "Mc
Coy's" type sometimes need friends,
and good ones, too. Sometimes the
Samaritan touch is greatly appreciated by this class of sports and were it
not for this the fighters would have to
languish in pain and think of "better
days." "McCoy's" personal circum
stances, however, are in first class con
dition. It is also a pleasant fact that
he has a very handsome wife.

series of mammoth specials in
many departments of our store. Exon
sales
traordinary value
that will be a perfect revelation even to the
most economical of shoppers. Prices
brought down so low that even the
cost of material and workmanship will not be covered.
A

giving-reducti-

Great Sale of White Goods
Pjuslin Underwear

A

Skirts

Women's Jackets, Coats,

.

Blankets, Comforts

win
P.O. BOX

If.

rot
Wholesale and Retail.

PHONE

219.

"THE CLUB."
resort for gentlemen. The
best goods money can buy purity
guaranteed by your "Uncle Sam." Fine
Cigars and Tobacco.

Advertise your business.

J

FINE MILLINERY
Headgear of all the kind
handle will sell at 50 per cent
I

"GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE."
"Uncle Sam's" guarantee gees with
every bottle of whisky sold at the
"Club." Goods bought in bond only.
None better at any place or at any
price.
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
by the New Mexican Printing Com- pany.

36.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
by the New Mexican Printing

less, the coming month, in order to clear the stock. Must
make room

for the

sprinp

goods.

MISS MUGLER

Corner, Southeast of Plaaja.
It pays. I,amy
Telephone No. 26.

San Francisco Street.

H. S. KAUNE & CO.
W1IOLKSAI.E AND BKTAII.

DKAT-KK-

9
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Staple and Fancy Groceries,
Flow, Hay and Grain .
We now have a full line of

Monarch Canned Goods, Fancy Corn. Peas,
Asparagus, Mince Meat, Etc.
A full line of

Richelieu Canned Goods

&

Richelieu Coffee

Also a full line of

Curtice Bros.' Blue Label Canned Goods and
Their Celebrated Preserves.
Will have

SEALED RETURNS

everything for

DINNER EVERY DAY

FROM COUNTRY

Such as
Result of Election in Outlying Precincts Will Not Be Known Until
Vote is Officially Canvassed.
Sealed returns of Monday's election
for justices of the peace and constables have been received at the office
of Probate Clerk Castillo from the following rural precincts: Tesuque, No.
2; Galisteo No. 8; Chimayo No. 14;
Agua Frla No. 5; Canoncito No. 12.
The clerk stated this morning he had
nothing definite concerning the results in these precincts, and 'that he
will not have before Saturday when
the boxes are opened by the Board of
County Commissioners.

-

Cut rates for wines, liquors and
at St. Elmo Club.

1903

Notable January Sales

Turkeys, GeeseDucka, Chickens, Booth's Fresh Oysters, Fresh
OrShrimps, Celery, lettuce, Radishes. In Fruit: Naval
CaliGrapes,
Malaga
anges, Apples, Bananas, Imported
and
fornla Grapes, Strawberries, Fancy Imported
California Figs. Nuts and Candies, Etc., Etc.
aoc
,

J.
THEjpLD CURIO, STORE

301

8. CANDELARIO
San Francisco St.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Indian and Mexican Curios

Sound business practice is
as important, here, as the
Jfel
The New Mexican can do printing
J
wealth of nature.
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
Schilling's Best is the basis
work we turn out Try our work once
I
of it in

and you will- certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west.

INCORPORATED

1856

SELI6MAN BROTHERS CO.

H. E. Gibson Keeping

Mr.

a guest at the Palace.
W. A. Bayer, private

Ml

"WETS AND DRYS"

H. E. Gibson,

Suits.

Tailor-Mad- e

ESTABLISHED

Our stock is the largest in the city and we are
adding Roods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
After you have visited other stores and obtained
prices, call on us and get our prices.

ml

J9
Wvl

5

mlmSS.
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We are here to stay. We are not closing out
put increasing 11 every any, jl ms 10 ue

STOCK,

oldest established native curio store in Santa Fe.
like the business and you will always find us at
We
at your grocer's and money-- f, 0. BOX U6 the OLD STAND ready to please you.
back.
The beet pluce to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curiae, ale
bakinf-powd-

ooffx

flavoring

cxtrua

Relioefrom the Cliff Dwelling.

HRELArWS PHARMACY

Beauti ul Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, January 12,
Ja to Iot6 chilelret, Kiid bo'

home can be completely
happy without them, yet the
ordeal through which the ex
pectant mother must pass usually ia
so full of suffering, danger and tear
that sha looks forward to the critical
hour with apprehension and dread.
Batter's friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties,
cOftjs nausea, nervousness, and all unpleasant feelings, and
o prepares tne system sor tne
vdcal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers
fern testified and said, "it
worth, its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists. Book containing
VtfasJble information mailed free.
tZ CMOFtBJ) CCGOAT0B CO.. AtiwiU. to.

fare which legislators and people gen- orally will use during the next two
months in going to the capitol, hence
the sidewalk should be built imme-diately.
Good citizens generally express their
approval of the action ci' Under Sher-- j
iff J. L. Lopez, in enforcing the law
and seeing to it that the saloons were
closed on Monday last, that having
been the day for the election of justices of the peace and constables of
the various precincts in the county.
The law is imperative and Under Sheriff Lopez, before acting, obtained the
opinion of District Attorney B. C. Abbott in the matter.

J 905

Ctitleffy
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j

If you want to see fine novelties in Pocket CutAlso our new
lery, look over our new line, just in.
line of Razors

Silver Ware.
We have Rogers Celebrated Table War.
Buying direct from the factory, we have indr

ments to offer in manicure Sets, Nut Cracks and
Picks, and other useful goods.
n

Refugito Ortiz, 10 years old, and Antonio Ortiz, 3 years old, daughter and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Facundo Ortiz,
died last night in Plaza del Alcalde,
We have a line of Ingersoll and
after having been ill about a week.
Mr. Ortiz was city clerk here for two
Seth Thomas Watches, from $1 up
terms, but is now clerk in the store of wards.
They are useful and the boys and girls will appreciate them. Not
Elias Clark in Plaza del Alcalde.
Ortiz, father of Facundo Ortiz,
many left. Come early.
end, has been stopped. Two miles of left this morning via the Denver &
track have been laid from the Y at Rio Grande Railroad, for that place to
this point. The work will be resumed attend the funeral.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
as soon as possible.
We can supply you with most anything in the lineSideboards, BufAn employe of the Santa Fe Water
In the case of N. B. Laughlin, plain and Light Company on
yesterday fets, China' Closeb, Music Cabinets, Folding Beds, Dining Chairs, Tables,
of the
W. N. Townsend, proprietor of The tiff, versus C. B. Bruntpn, defendant, made a thorough inspection
Court
for
in
District
First
the
Judicial
fine line of Rockers. Also children's Rockers and Chairs.
water shed in the Santa Fe Mountains
Club, is quite ill at his home on PalMcR.
John
Fe
Santa
County,
Judge
twelve
town
miles
east
of
and
found
ace Avenue.
have a real Farm wagon, miniature size; also Boy's Steel Wagons
Fie, has signed a decree, after due that in many places, the snow was
The Capital City Band will hold
having been waived, in from 30 inches to three feet deep;
hearing,
Tricycles, etc., etc.
meeting this evening at Muralter's. It favor of jury
the complainant for $281.43 There is also much ice in the bed of
is desired that all members be present,
with costs and attorney's fees,
these goods to close
a l
the Santa Fe River on the headwaters
4on
Santa Fe trains Nos. 2 and 10 due
We,
The roof over Slaughter's Plaza bar and it is believed that a very good
Toilet
12
Also 20 patterns
o'clock noon,
to reach Santa Fe at
ber shop, was removed this morning, supply of water for the coming spring
arrived at 1 this afternoon.
to
be
to
summer
the
for
domestic
and
and
agriculimprovements
preparatory
Do not delay your purchase until the last, Best come new.
In precinct No. 9, San Ildefonso on made upon this property, the same tural purposes is assured.
was
Antonio
Medina
Monday last
One of the best meetings Santa
having been alluded to some days
elected justice of the peace, and Tor-rlb- ago. At the rear of this building
Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E., has
Archuleta constable.
j structure is to be built and A. C. Ire held in a long time occurred last eveA subscription dance will be held at land will occupy the whole with his ning. There was a goodly attendance
and several matters of importance
the ball room at the Palace Hotel this drug store.
Owen of the Santa were considered. Three candidates
evening. It promises to be a well atFrank
Manager
Guns for Boys and Bear Hunter.
"v- tended and enjoyable affair.
Fe Water and Light Company today were elected for initiation and a speOn the second of January, J. E.
placed four arc lights in the cupola at cial meeting has been called for Satproprietor of the popular and the capitol building ami a door light urday night. Extraordinary preparaCertificate of
well known Oxford Club on San Fran- at the north entrance. At night when tions are being made for this session
of
A certificate of
most
and
to
one
be
of
the
it
promises
cisco Street secured an additional gam- these lights are in active use, they
of the
existence
the
corporation
will add much to the comfort and con interesting the local order has had. Browne & Manzanares
ing license.
Company has
members from adjacent points
The Fifteen Club will meet at the venience of visitors to the building, as Several
filed in the office of J. W. Reybeen
will
at
time.
be present
that
home of Mrs. W. S. Harroun, Palace well as present a handsome appear
of the Territory. The
For Young and Old, in a Pleasing Variety,
One lone sleigh was seen upon the nolds, secretary
Avenue, Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock. ance.
term would have expired
corporation
this
streets
The
occupant,
morning.
Can be Found at
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett will preside at
and the additional term
The weather forecast for today
who was amply bundled up and who July 15, 1905,
the meeting.
called for a cold wave. But so far it
mentioned is thirty years, making a
looked as if he had just come from
P. F. Knight and family today has failed to put in an appearance
total of fifty years.
the north pole, had no bells on his
To Do Business In New Mexico.
moved from 206 Don Gaspar Avenue The citizens of Santa Fe are not de
as
he
him
if
and
horse
acted
thought
a certified copy of
on the south side to one of the Mar- sirous that it shall come, some of them
Accompanying
self altogether out of place. He drove
tinez cottages on Chapelle Street on having filed petitions in the Weather
laws of Colorado,
the
corporation
sides of the thorBureau office to the affect that if any quietly along the
which has been filed in the office of
the north side.
of
NEW LINE RIBBONS,
oughfare, because of the absence
The Fischer Drug Company has a more undesirable conditions are made snow elsewhere, and has not been the secretary of the Territory, J. W.
inbe
will
of
certified
articles
a
are
that
feature
something
here,
notable change in its advertisement
seen since. The weather man has Raynolds,
.
is
of the Bolles Live Stock
in, the New Mexican this week. Just surely doing.
made a good attempt at frigidity in corporation
of
Colorado.
state
from
the
dois
Company
now this popular drug company
From a foot to two feet of snow lies the Capital City the past few days
on the level along the Denver & Rio but he has not gone far enough to The incorporators are Richard J. Bol
ing a fine hot soda business.
S. Hunt and William (O'Brien,
A
Dr. John R. Howes, manager of the Grande Railroad between Embudo and send enough of the beautiful to permit les, John
TOYS
of the company is to hanHowes Sanitarium at Las Cruces, died Antonito. This morning the cuts on satisfactory running of sleighs and The purpose
dle and dispose of all kinds of live
a few days ago at El Paso of pneu- Barranca Hill were reported snowed sleds.
SWEATERS
stock, the capital stock being $80,000.
monia. The doctor was a valuable citi- shut and train orders were issued for
The Mutual Building and Loan As The number of shares is 80,000, $1 bezen of the Mesilla Valley and his the passenger and freight train which sociation held its annual meeting
in
left here at 11 o'clock to proceed only Wednesday evening at the office of the ing the par value of each. There are
death is greatly regreted.
the
for
to
those
be
three
directors,
patThere will be a special communica- as far as Embudo. It is thought, how Secretary, R. J. Crichton. The fol first year being Richard J. Boiler, Edtion of Montezuma Lodge No. 1 A. F. ever that by tomorrow, or even before lowing directors were chosen to serve ward
O'Brien.
William
and
Bryant
and A. Masons at Masonic Hall at that, the road will be open
the ensuing year: Grant Rivenburg, Colorado Springs is the principal of7:30 o'clock this evening. "Work in
As the weather has moderated J. G. Schumann, Charles Haspelmath,
fice of the company, but It is also orARRIVED ! A
the E. A. Degree. Visiting Masons Mayor
Gibson should see to it C. F. Easley, F. P. Sturges, Fred Mul ganized for transacting business in
are cordially invited to be present.
that the twelve feet of sidewalk be ler, J. B. Sloan, R. J. Crichton and J. this Territory as well as in Colorado.
in
Kid
On account of the snow, which tween Closson's livery stable and the A. Wood. At a subsequent meeting of Carlsbad, Eddy County, New Mexico,
seems to have visited all parts of New stone bridge on Don Gaspar Avenue directors the officers elected are as Is named as the principal one of the
Mexico, work of laying rails on the are constructed at once. Don Gaspar follows: Grant Rivenburg, president; branch offices in the Territory, and F.
Albuquerque Eastern at the Moriarty Avenue will be the principal thorough- J. A. Wood, vice president; R. J, Edward Bryant, a resident of that
Crichton, secretary; Charles Haspel place, is named as the agent in New
math, treasurer; C. F. Easley, solici- Mexico.
tor. The regular monthly session of
Quit Claim and Mortgage.
the directors will occur this evening
2T.
Santa,
In the office of Probate Clerk Castil- Catron. Blocls
at the secretary's office.
A. B.,Renehan and husband
Mrs.
lo
Hammer blows, steadily applied , break the hardest rock. Cough
have recorded quit claim deed to Eml-terl- ern steers, 83.50
84 75; Souther"
Advertise in the New Mexican
ing, day after day, jars and teai s the throat and lungs until the
Revera, the property in question cows, 82.00
83.25; native cows and and you will
OFFICIAL
MATTERS.
get trade that you
3.
the
Pectoral
tissues give' way. Ayar's Cherry
stops
healthy
being a house and lot in precinct
heifers, 81.75 & 84.50; Blockers and would not
:
ivt- .
otherwise.
J.C.ATerCo.,
.!
get
of
office
$250
82.25
83.70
a
(3
same
84.25;
In
mortgage
feeders,
bulls,
the
lowbii.m
cougninu. nature rcuairs uic utwuauc.
83.00
86.50; western fed
Fees on Liquor and Gaming Licenses has been recorded on these premises 84.00; calves,
85 00; western fed cows,
83.50
steers,
Fink.
to
Rivera
Emiterio
Eugenlo
by
in Bernalillo County Turned In.
81.75
83.50.
More Returns.
On account of hard times, we will
During the past week, while Travel
market steady.
Sheep
MANUNACTURBR OF
of
Sealed returns of the election
84.75; lambs, 80 00 sell for a limited time only, the followMuttons, 84.25
ing Auditor Charles V. Safford was
been brought to the 3 87.25; Range wethers, 85 50
86.50; ing
Inspecting and checking up the books last Monday have Clerk
goods at cut prices:
DEALER IN
Castillo, they fed Ewes, 84.00
85. 00.
of
office
Probate
exican Filigree
of the treasurer and
collect
Famous
Monogram Rye Whiskey,....
Chicago, January 12. Came market
or of Bernalillo County, he found that being those from San Pedro, precinct
$5.50 per gal, now at
Watches, Clock Jewelry
4.00
slow.
7.
during the years 1903 and 1904, F. A. 20, and Cerrillos, precinct
1.00
Good to prime steers, S3. 60 fi 86 35; $1.50 bottle now
Hubbell, the treasurer and
and Hand Fainted CMna.
poor to medium, 83.70 (3 85.40, stnekert Qood California Claret, per Doz.
.
collector of that county, had retained
MARKET REPORT.
and feeders, S3 25 84 20; cows 81 25
Bottles ...
2.75
In-84 40i heifers, 83.00 g 85.00; cannnrs,
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
four per cent on liquor and gaming
Good California Riesling, per Doz.
83
82
00
84
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
81.25
25;
50, bulls,
licenses collected by the sheriff and
MONEY AND METAI
Bottles
2.75
calves, 83 00 & 87.25.
West Side Plaz i, Santa Fe, N. M.
paid over to him as his own fee, the
Elmo Club Cigars, per box of
8t
New York, January 12. Monav on call
market
steady.
Sheep
sums so collected amounting to steady 2
2
50, $2.25, now
85. CO:
per cent. Prime mer
Qood to choice wethers, 85.00
Auditor Safford explained to cantile paper 4
$2,700.
4
per cent. Silver fair to choice mixed, 83.90
85.00; White House Cigars, per box of 5
Mr. Hubbell that he, the traveling aud 59.
85. 60; native
western sheep, 84.25
$3.25, now
Lead and Iambs, 86.00 ri 87.70; western lamb?, White
New "fork, January 12
itor, believed that under the present
House Cigars, , cr box of 25,
85.75 (ft 87.50.
col copper firm and unchanged.
statute, the treasurer and
$2.00, now
GRAIN.
lector had no right to keep four per
Famous Pittsburg 8togUs, per box.
cent as his fees on gaming and liquor
Chicago, January 12. Clone. Wheat,
of 100
1.co
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
We have fost received
licenses and Mr. Hubbell thereupon May, 114); July, 116K
All California Wlnec, per gallon.. 1.00
Mexico:
New
for
in
Forecast
Fair
444-OatCorn, Jan. 41; May,
turned the' sum over to the county
1.50
south portion tonight and Friday; local Malaga Wine, per gallon
Jan. 30M; May, 31 X- treasury. Suits for $2,200 for fees resnow in north portion; colder weather. Madeira Wine, per gallon
1.50
LARD
RIBS.
AND
PORK,
tained by Mr. Hubbell have been
Yesterday the thermometer registered
Wine, five years "old,
And will be pleased to show you through our establishment.
Pork, Jan. 813 30; May 812.62.
as follows: Max mum temperature, 33 Bergundy
brought In this case by District Attor
.'
1.50
per
gallon
SO 826.85.
Lard.
Jan.
80.60;
May
5:30
2P
degrees, at
p. m.; minimum,
ney Frank W. Cancy to recover this
e?
?
4 Goods sold on easy payments
..We
full
of
a
also
line
Importcarry
86.65.
Jan.
May,
a.
86.40;
Bibs,
8:00
m. The
mean
degrees, at.
amount for the county. Mr. Safford
,
WOOL MARKET.
temperature for the 24 hours was 30 de- ed Rhine Wine, French Claret, Chlan-tlfound that the actual claimed fees re
Port.
81 per cent.
Relative
and
humlditv.
Wine,
Tokay
grees.
12.
Sherry
Louis'.
St.
Mo.,
Woo',
January
tained were $2,700, hence this sum
s
0
Precipitation, 0.09 of an inch of White Seal Champagne.
was turned into the county treasury nominal and unchanged.
melted snow.
Also Imported Cuban, Havana and
western
and
medium, 81
Territory
at .6:00 a. in. today. 29 Mexican Cigars.
pending the decision in the suits 22 fine medium, 17 (3 IS: fine, 16
Temperaturn
w
ir
Ii f
17.
degree.
brought by Mr. Clancy.
Mall orders promptly attended to.
for Indian Schools In
STOCK MARKETS.
ft
Appropriations
,,,
ca
"A POINTER."
New Mexico and Arizona. '
New York, January 12. Closing stocks
New
York
Atchison
100k';
86K;
pM.,
Good
The following appropriations for
whisky brightens ;.p a sluggish
143; Pennsylvania, 138; brain; bad whisky will make a slugAlso has very large stock New Mexico U. S. Indian schools are Central,
Southern Pacific, 65; union Pacific,
contained In the Indian
U. S. Steel, 29K; pfd ., gard out of you. "Uncle Sam" Joins us
114X; pfd.,
THE FAMILY LIQl'OP HOUSE.
of New and Second Hand bill for the fiscal yearappropriation
in assuring you only the purest at
commencing: 92)$; Copper, 73).
"
Next to Normandle Hotel.
CLUB."
"THE
Al1, 1905:
Santa
$61,400;
July
Fe,
LIVE 8TOCK.
Stoves, Stove Pipe, Zinc, buquerque $60,900.
No. 210 Don Gaspar Ave.,
,
Mo. January 12. Cattle
Kansas
Arizona: Mohave, $44,670: Phoenix market, City,
tele- Please
For
line
Call
Us
Give
and
etc.,
liquors,
etc., etc.
cigars,
Trial,
steady.
$134,400; Truxton Canon, $37,660.
Native steers, 83.50
'Phone No. 6.
85.50; South phone No. 6..

Watches.

WKM

Am-brosi- o

:

Furniture.

-

We

Wagons.

Jf

Beautif til Lamps.

o

oti

New Line Furnishings
lRS. J0I(

which

I0UlrS

STQ1E

including the Roman
the newest fad for the popular

ribbons and belts.
of all kinds.
fine line of
for young America as well as th
older folks all styles and colorings.
Albums, fancy soaps, perfumery, silk waist
terns and lovely new dress goods.
JUST
large assortment of ladies'
Gloves
all the new shades.

--

A.-R- .

LADIES' WINTER HATS

The jar, jar, jar of constant coughing!

Fe

o

V..
luuaiuitu,

H. C. Yontz

JEWELRY

.

DAVID S. LOWITZKI
a

NICE LINE OF NEW RANGES

.......

Call and see his new

f

Ike of Iron Beds at

I

a

very low price.

St. Elmo Club.

97;

BREL ABJD'S PHARMACT

The

Lesidl oirog Piriiflg
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e

d
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, January 12, 1905.
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SCENIC LINE OF THE WORLD.

Notice for Publication.
Homestead Entry No. 6443.
Department of the Interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., Deo. 10, 1904.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Regis
ter or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
'
Jan. 26, 1905, viz: Plarido Armljo, for
Sec. 34, T 17 N, U 12 E.
the SW
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on and cultivation of said. land, viz:
Alcario Armljo, of Pecos, N. M.; Ma-tia- s
Portillos, of Pecos, N. M.; Fernando Armijo, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus Gonzales, of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R, OTERO,
Register.
1-- 4

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST

Line from Santa Feto Denver. Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, ICripple Creek, Canon City, Salida,
Leadville, Glenwood springs. Grand
unction. Duranqo, Silverton,
Telluridc, Colorado, and
all points west.
BETWEEN

NEW
TRAIN

Lumbago at different times and tried
one physician after another; then difALAMOSA. Colo., ferent ointments and linaments, gave
So I tried once more,
Where cornection is made with standard it up altogether.
and got a bottle of Ballard's Snow Lin- guage trains for ail points east, and af- ament, which gave me almost Instant
fords passengers the advantage of stop- relief. I can cheerfully recommend it,
overs at Denver, Colorado Springs or and will add my name to your list of
former sufferers."
25c, 50c and $1.
Pueblo.
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.

SANTA FEand

SERVICE
The Denver

&

6rande

Rio

R. R. Co.,

Carry on their standard gauge trains,

V

CURED LUMBAGO.
A. B. Canman, Chicago, writes March
4, 1903: "Having
been troubled with

Justice of the Peace Dockets for sale
by the New Mexican Printing Company.

Found a Cure for Indigestion.
I use Chamberlain's
Stomach and
Liver Tablets for indigestion and find
that they suit my case better than any
dyspepsia remedy I have ever tried and
in
Colorado.
all
And is the popular route to
points
I have used many different remedies. I
am nearly fifty-on- e
years of age and
For illustrated advertising matter and farther particulars apply to have suffered a great deal from indigestion. I eat almost anything I want to
address
now.-Geor- ge
W. Emory, Rock Mills,
S. K. HOOPER,' G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
Ala. For sale by all druggists.
M.
N.
B. W. ROBBINS, Traveling Passenger Agent, Santa Pe,

STANDARDULLMAN'and TOURIST SLEEPERS
DINING ICARS and CHAIR CARS
,

AV

Those Awful Headaches
Aro sure indications of soma form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don'ttake calomel or quinine both are dangerous

HERBINE
TO-DA-

DRUG CO., Santa

1904.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb.
3d, 1905, viz: Catalina Ortego, for the
E
W 2 se
SW 4 Section 31,
T 17 N, R 12 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Enrique Ribera, Santiago Lujan, Jose
Maria (Jrtega, Santos Ortega, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

r

1-- 2

1--

1--

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
thediffestivo organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
THY IT
All Druggists.
5Co Ok. Bottl.

For Sala by FISCHER

Notice for Publication.
Homestead Entry No. 5409.1
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 20,

1--

A Grim Tragedy.

CHARLES W. DUDROW.

- SASH - DOORS
All Kinds
of Building Material.

CORD AID STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CEKRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything

Is daily enacted in thousands' of
homes, as death claims, each one, an
other victim of consumption or pneu
monia. But when coughs and colds are
roperly treated, the trag dy Is averted.
F.

G.

Huntley,

of Oaklandon, Ind.,

writes: "My wife had the consumption
and three doctors gave her up. Finally
she took Dr. King's New Discovery fcr
Consumption, Coughs and Colds, which
cured her, and today she is well and
strong." It kills the germs of all dis
eases. One dose relieves. Guaranteed
at 60c and fl.00, by Fischer Drug Co.
Trial bottle free.

that Is Movable.

ATTENTION BUSINESS MEN.
merchants and business
Bankers,
Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N. H men generally should bear in mind
Pftore 35 Santa Fe
that the bindery of the New Mexican
Printing Company manufactures the
best books, such as journals, ledgers,
cash books, day books etc., In the
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
at the lowet possible
southwest,
ROSWKLL. NEW MEXIC6.
shape. Loose
prices and in first-clas- s
leaf ledgers a specialty. Satisfaction
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
guaranteed. Write or call at the New
Established and Supported by the Territory.
Mexican Printing office for samples
and
prices.
31X MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastorn Coall
New
and
and
modern
lleges.
buildings,
furnishings
equipments
It is an admitted fact that real es
all conveniences.
baths, watar-workplete; steam-heatefinancial men and merchants all
tate,
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8200 per session. Session is
that
say
quickest and best results are
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
obtained
by advertising in the "New
well
ROSWEWv Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Mexican."
watered.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN.
and E. A. Cahoon
Plump cheeks, flushed with the soft
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
glow of health, and a pure complexion,
make all women beautiful, and so do
those luscious oysters at the Bon Ton.
.

s,

d,

d,

sea-levo-

D.

FARMS
Thee

LAUDS UNDER IRRIGATION

SYSTE1L

tsr uU la tract
apwardt.
forty
jest
potaal water rights from 917 to $85 per aero, aeoordlng to location. Pay-ontt may he made la ten year lasUllaeoU. Alfalfa, grate traits f
U kinds, sad sagar beets grow to perfection.

-- GOLD MINES
'

TIMETABLE.

'

lands with perpetual wator rights are aw being off arai
laming of
acres and
Prlee of land with

Oa this Grant, stoat forty Uee west of Springer, N. M., are the fsM
rialng districts of Ellaabetbtown and Bald, where Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claisas on aaiocated groand may bv
Bade nnder the mining regulations oi tae eoiapaay, wnien are as
able to the prospector as the U. f. goverameDt laws. .

Hear Baton, N. M., e this graat, are located U Goal Mines of Mm
I may be tana at
Eaton Coal and Ooke Company, where employs
good wages for any wishing to work dftffag the oe NMtkae (ana lag at
prospecting- can not be successfully doae.
ror particulars aaa aaveniMDg
PP'7 so
-

"er

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
RATON. NEW JC1EXJCO
If you want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NSW MEXICAN.

R. G. SYSTEM,
Santa Fe Branch.

&

Effective November 7th,

CLIMATIC

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

DATA
FOR YEAR

1904

t

Estimates Furnished.

112

San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N.

M

Fury Like a Woman Scorned."

Architects.

When B. F. Baddeley had Minnie
M. Seger arrested at San Francisco
on a charge of bigamy the woman re
taliated by declaring to the chief of
police of the coast city that Baddeley
Is a New Mexico, train robber. Despite
Baddeley's denials and protestations
he has been held on suspicion and it
is now learned that he is wanted for
crooked work at St. Louis and perhaps
elsewhere. According to the woman,
Baddeley, together with Joe Palmer,
alias "Black Joe" a man known as
"Zip," and another who styled him
self "Pete," composed a gang who
robbed trains in New Mexico, Arkansas, Missouri and Colorado. The gang
operated in summers and spent the
winters in California. All the robber
ies, she said, were committed on the
Denver & Rio Grande and Iron Moun
tain Railroads.

Architects and Civil Engineers.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work of all kinds
Office,
planned and superintended.
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas

HOLT & HOLT.

Phone 94.

VERE O. WALLINGFORD,
Architect.
First National Bank Block,
Albuquerque, N. M

CURE

THE

14

14

13

18

19

20

81

2

S3

24

3B

86

87

28

29

80

31
I

.

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. and A. M.
communica-'jrf. ,1
tion flrst Mondajr ot
'
each mnth at Masonic
j V j; t
Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
Regular con-

R. A. M.

vocation second Monday
in each month at Masonic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
K
... T Romilar rnnMnira
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall, at

5;?

1

7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, B. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, R corder.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock, Castle Hall,
corner of Don Gaspar Avenue and Water Street. Visiting Knights given a
cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMAN, C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEORGE W. KNAEBEL, N. G.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
B. P. O. ELKS.

Santa Fe Lod0 No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, Jr., E. R.
v
A. J. Fischer, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.,
meets every Thursday evening at Odd
Fellows' Hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially Invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
FRAJERNAL

UNION.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Knights of Pythias
Hall, Don Gaspar Avenue. Visiting
fraters welcome.
J. S. CANDELARIO,
Fraternal Master.
P. J. Martin, Secretary.
H. S. LUTZ, Treasurer.
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west

Santa Fe Filiiree
Jewelry Mannfactnrins Co.

Silver Filigree

LUNGS

r. King's
Nov Discovery
Price
60c $1.00
forC

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

QLaughlin Building, Don Caspar Avenue.

ft
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
and LUN( TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
THROAT

TBS
MUTUAL BUILDING &
LOAN ASSOCIATION
Will assist you to

Own Your Own Home !
Be your own landlord. Pay your
the' Building & Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.

rent Into
.

NOW IN ITS 391b YEAR
The leading mining periodical of tha
worKI, with the strongest editunul staff of

any technical publication.
Subscription $5.00 a year (including
U. S., Canadian, Mexicun postage. )
Sample copy free. Send for Book Catalogue.
Tub ENumBEttma and Minim Journal
Ml Bmiwari New Yerk

The Association has on hand money
on desirable property.

flto loan

For particulars call

on

r address

Dthe secretary,

.

C.

I. O. O. F.

WITH

0UGH8 and

7

11

Gold

.jf..xa3

a

10

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office Capitol Building, Santa Fe, N.M.
salami,

5

17

sea-lev-

One B. F. Baddeley Can Now Appre
ciate the Line "Hell Hath No

4

Hal

IU

.

2-- 5

9--

3

Frl

15

8

29-3- 0

64,-79- 2

1905

January".

Sim Mod Tuck Wed Thui

r

and
1904.

1905

at Law.

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law,
Interesting Statistics Compiled . By
- New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Bureau
Weather
Describing
Course of Elements in New
RICHARD H. HANNA,
Mexico For 12 Months.
Attorney at Law,
Offices Griffin Block.
The records of the Weather Bureau 'Phone 66.
indicate that the weather during 1904
EUGENE A. FISKE,
was up to its usual high standard in
Santa Fe. The temperature of the
Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe, N. M.
year averaged 49.3 degrees, the coldest month being January, with an aver- Supreme and District Court Practice.
age of 27.4 degrees, and the warmest
BENJAMIN M. REAU,
July, with an average of 69.0 degrees.
The highest temperature recorded was
Attorney at Law,
but 86 degrees, on the 10th of July,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico.
and the lowest zero on the 27th of De- Office, Sena Block.
Palace Ave.
cember. The mean dally range in temWILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
perature was 22.1 degrees, while the
greatest daily range recorded was
Attorney at Law,
only 35 degrees on the 7th day of
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
September.
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
The temperature, fell to or below Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counfreezing on 144 days, 52 of which ties, Third Judicial District.
showed an average for the day below
32 degrees; on the other hand 115 had
CHAS. F. E. SLEY,
V
an average temperature above 59 deSurveyor General.)
(Late
grees, but only 25 above 68 degrees,
Attorney at Law,
our temperature.
Santa Fe, - - - New Mexico.
of the
The precipitation
year Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
amounted to 14.19 inches, practically
normal, but nearly .12 inches of this
E. C. ABBOTT,
amount occurred in the months from
at Law,
Attorney
The
June to October, inclusive.
Practices in the District and Su
greatest amount that occurred In any preme Courts.
Prompt and careful at
24 hours was 2.51 inches in the memto
all business.
tention
given
of Seporable rain storm of the
District Attorney for the Counties of
tember. The snowfall amounted to 18
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
inches, the greatest amount, 7.5 inchJuan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
es, falling in December.
,
The total wind movement was
EDWARD C. WADE,
miles, or 7.4 miles per hour. The
Attorney at Law,
46
miles per hour
highest velocity
Practices in All the Courts.
from the southeast on the 2d of May,
and but one other record greater than "Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a
40 miles was made.
Specialty."
The prevailing
New Mexico
direction was' from the northeast, 19 Las Cruces
degrees of the time, closely followed
FRANK W. CLANCY,
by southeast and southwest, 16 deAttorney at Law,
grees of the time.
The relative humidity
averaged (District Attorney for Second Judicial
District.)
only 42 degrees; 56 degrees at the 6
a. m. observations and 37 degrees at
Practices in the District Courts and
the 6 p. m. observations. The high- the .Supreme Court of the Territory,
est monthly average, 61 degrees, oc- also before the United States Supreme
curred in October, while the month of Court in Washington. Albuquerque,
April fell to the remarkable low aver- New Mexico.
age of 28 degrees.
There were 226 clear days during
A. B. RENEHAN,
the year, 124 partly cloudy and only
Practices in the Supreme and Dis16 cloudy days; a measurable amount trict Court.
Mining and Land Law a
of precipitation occurred on 98 days; Specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Build
20 of these being days with snowfall.
ing, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
A little hail occurred on seven days,
but a day with dense fog was not rey.
Osteop
corded.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
The sunshine averaged 80 degrees
of the total possible amount, giving a
Osteopath.
total record of 3,558 hours. In the
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
month of January It reached its great Successfully treats acute and chronic
est percentage (93), while the month
diseases without drugs or
of November had 92 per cent; the
medicines.
lowest record, 69 degrees, occurred in
No charge for consultation.
August. Considered on a scale of 0 to Hours:
'Phone 156.
m.,
p. m.
10 the average cloudiness was but 3,
the ratio during the afternoon being 1
Dentists.
greater than in the forenoon.
DR. C. N. LORD,
The Weather Bureau, by a carefully
considered formulae, reduces Its at Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
mospheric pressure and temperature
Store, South Side of Plaza.
to sea-levreadings and from these
is appears that the pressure would
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
have averages 29.97 Inches at
while the temperature would have
JAY TURLEY,
mounted up to 65.4 degrees, our much
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
lower average being largely due to our
Irrigation W?rn a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
altitude.
Santa Fe, N. M.
BYRON WISE IN
G. A. COLLINS,
Civil and Irrigation Engineer,
HIS GENERATION
Surveying and Mapping.

New Mexico Civil (Jodo :.andsome-l- y
bound in sheep, per copy $1.00, for
AST BOUND
WaSTBOUBD
sale
by the New Mexican Printing
No. 426. Milss
No. 425
Stations
Company. Copies will be sent by mall
11:00a ;...0..:.Lv.,. Santa Fe
Ar.. 8.30p upon the
receipt of sum as above, to
Lv... 1SKO
fc:Slp ...84.... ""...Kapanola
" .. 12:26p any address desired.
.'..83....
...Embudo
2:llp ...61.... "u. .Barranca
" .. 11:36
30p
.. 109 a
Servllleta
4:02p ...81....
4:32 p ...91.... '' .V.Tret Piedras. " .. 10:00a
The New Mexican Printing Com
6:35 p 125....
..; Antonlto . . . .. " .. 8 10a
" .. 6 4" a pany Is headquarters for engraved
8:8) p ..13.... " M Alamosa
"
12:40
..
a
3:01a 287.... "...Pueblo........
4:22 a ..33l.... ' ...Colo Springs. " .. 11:07 p cards de vlslte in New Mexico. ) Get
7:20s .. 408... .Ar... Denver
lit.. 8:3up your work done here and you will be
Trains stoo at Embudo for dinner pleased in every particular.
where good meals are served.
Keep your business ever before the
Connections.
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton public by advertising in your home
and Intermediate points.
paper. A good arvertlser always has
At Alamosa for uenver, ruebio and success in any honest enterprise.
Intermediate points via either the standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
Throat 8er ?
entire trip In day light and passing
Vole Hoarse ?
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
Nose Running ?
also for all points on Creede branch.
peny Davii
S. K. Hoohxb, G. P. A.,
Denver Goto.
B. W. Bobbins,
will qulek aura you. Bold for" owr
0 years. TRY IT.
Traveling Passenger Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.
:

Attorneys

fl

R. J. CBICHTON,

XinmiN

BLOCK.

.

SANTA PH. N. I

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, Janaaty i2, 1905.
OREGON WANTS
SHOW FROM HERE

A POLICY OF

life

Insurance

NEVER DECLINES IN VALUE

Representative of Lewis & Clark Ex
position to Visit Thii and Other
Cities of New Mexico.

It is understood that in a few days J,
agent of the
Lewis & Clarke Centennial Exposition
of Portland. Oregon, will visit Santa
Fe and other New Mexico cities in be
is
half of that exposition. Marshall
P. Marshall, a special

It'

It is always worth Its face value at maturity.
may be worth

Mexico, Arizona and
covering
California and is making an effort to
get large exhibits from those commonwealths.
It can never be worth
The exposition is to be different
from all that have preceded it in
I
ZEj H
many respects and in most features it
is one in which the west will receive
more direct benefits. First it ' will
That is. if It Is taken in a good company. And
bring the people from the east to see
are many good companies, BUT THE EUIT-ABL- E
the west in its own environment and
those states who maintain proper repis the strongest in
resentation will be directly benefited
WORLD.
by inducing the thousands of visitors
to stop off on their way home and see
the sections they have been impressed
with by the exhibits. These arrange
ments will be made feasible by the
transportation lines. Again the trip
west will be a novelty to eastern peo
pie who will See something they have
long wanted to see, aside from the ex
102 Chapelle St.,
Santa Fe, N. M
position and who are already tired of
traveling thickly settled states, to see
gathered together nothing except a
greater aggregation of mills, factories
and products, largely of the same nature with which they are surrounded at
home. It will all be new and instructive and the well established fact that
people who once see the west, as a
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
are never satisfied till they live
rule
Connecting with the E. P. &.N. E. and Chichago, Rock Island .& Paciffc R. R. in it, will do the rest. '
Shortest line out of Santa Fe, or New Mexico, to Chicago, Kansas City or St. Louis
They are already crowded for space
When you travel take the and are using the blue pencil but of
course want the coast sections all repSAFEST
resented. It is to be mainly a great
BEST,
K
LIN
THE NEW
educational enterprise in which the
AND
in "showing"
entire west
the world as a preface to demanding-SHORTEST
her own in the way of immigration,
and political
business development
ROAD
New

3

S

there

the

The Equitable Life Assurance

Co.

MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent.

Santa Fe Central Railway System.

1

representation.

Fine chair cars, elegant
Pullmans and Tourist cms, TUCUMCARI
supberh dining cars,

"BEST

ON

FOLK

WHEELS."

ARE PERPLEXED

Tickets on sale to Chicago
Kansas City, St. Louis, El Engineers at Work in That Vicinity
Will Not Say for Whom They Are
Paso and all points East.
Working Nor Why.
We also
sell
tickets

TO EUROPE.
the Cunard Steamship
Lino and The Old Doiuion
Steamship Company, und
to principle cities to or
from Europe.

via

CONNECTING
G

R

EAT

ALL TH E

RAI LWAY SYSTEMS

Special Fast Freight
Line arranged Ave to six
days from Chicago, Kansas
'
City and St. Louis.

O F

NEW MEXICO

Citizens of Tucumcari are perplexed by the presence in their vicinity of a corps of engineers. It is naturally supposed that they are in the employ either of the Choctaw or the Rock
Island, but for what purpose no one
has as yet been able to learn. One
supposition is that they are connected
with the proposed line from Tucumcari to Amarillo, which was partially
graded after a previous survey, but
That the engin
pwas soon dropped.
eers are there for a definite campaign
is established by the fact that they
have opened offices and are preparing
to do field work.

at Torrance with THE GOLDEN
STEAT LIMITED fast trains for all points east and west.
BIND YOUR MAGAZINES.
The cost is little enough and the vol
Service unsurpassed. Dining, Library and Pullman Cars
umes will be a valuable addition to
of the latest pattern. Berths reserved by wire.
your library. The work we do in this
TRY OUR KOUTE. ,
line is as hie class as our printing

Close connestions

--

S. B. GRIMSHAW.
6 P. & P.

W. H. ANDREWS,

Pres.

&

A

Oen'l Manager.

J. A. KNOX,

Traveling F, and P. A,

and you know our kind of printing. We
will bind your magazines in good style,
half, morocco, for $1.25 per volume.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
Santa Fe, N. II.

Advertise your business.

It

pays.

HOUSE

OPERA

A. M. DETTSLBACH, Mgr.

Texas

&

Pacific Railway forThe Largest

Hall in the City

Palace: W. L. Barton, St. Louis;
John A. Church, New York City; J. P.
Wooddant, Pueblo; Airs. C. .J. An
drews, Pittsburg; Mrs. J. P. Mulvehill,
Monongahela, Pennsylvania; Miss M.
M. Cole, Denver; Mrs. H., L. Peats,
Denver; Mrs. H. P. Wilbur, Chicago;
J. R.'Teasdale, St. Louis; W. L. Oassi-day- ,
San Francisco
Mrs. C. F. Mitchell Bolton, Massachusetts.
Claire: Edgar Jones, Denver; F. J.
Otero, Bernalillo; James Kidd and
wife, Newark, New Jersey; E. Eck-stroDenver; J. B. Thorp, Ira Piper,
Melora, Illinois; C. A. Ounmancy,
Kansas City; E. U. Peterson, Rochester, New York; R. E. Childs, Denver.
Bon Ton: T. M. Martin,
Quay,
Colorado; A. Burns, Albuquerque; Antonio Borrega, Portales; F. G. Warrick, Denver; Julian Ortiz, Pojoaque;
L. G. Creamer, Monevo ; B. Martinez,
Chimayo.
;
H. W. Plaugh, Cincitt- Normandie:
nati, Ohio; G. G. Gilpin and wife,
Philadelphia.

lost

101-2x1-

Do Not Suppress a Cough.
When you have a cough, do not try
to suppress it, but remove the cause
The cough is only a symptom of some
disease, and the disease is what you
should cure, then the cough will stop
of itself. The most common cause of
coughing, is a cold. Anodynes will
promptly suppress the cough, and prep
arations containing chloroform,
etc., are used for that purpose,
but they do not cure the cold. Cham'
berlain's Cough Remedy on the other
hand does not suppress the cough, but
relieves it by removing from the throat
and lungs the mucus which obstructed
the breathing and allaying the irrit
tion and tickling in the throat It also
opens the secretions and effectually
and permanently cures the cold as
well as the cough. For sale by all drug
op-iou-

gists.
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DJrwt MMMtloM made for all
t Nortk, But and Southeast
an 8t Lewis without sfcasuja.
Par schedules, rates and other
Carries tkroagk sleepers Los Aaajalas
ait m ar a44rsM
MM through to New Orleans,

Sfcrvr-Mr-

WORM

Seating Capacity, 450

REMEDY
THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE TONIC.
(WARE OF IMITATIONS.
THC QINUINC MEMMO ONLY

Ballard-Sno-

iox Hancock St.
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particulars, address

Santa Fe, N. M.

The
State

Golden

"THE BEST EVER"
Through train daily without change between San
Francisco, Los Angeles and El Paso, and Kansas
City, St. Louis and Chicago.

PHOTOGRAPHER

VIA

Come and see me if you
want the finest

Sou.

Pac.-E-

Buffet-Librar- y,

PIJOTOS AjVD VIEWS

.

P.-- N.

E.

&

Rock Island Systems.

Dining, Tourist, Double and Single

Drawing Room and Observation Sleeping cars.
Electric Light. Steam Heat.

Ever made in the city
YOU

Limited

Y

Makes this sunestlon to you

IS TO PLEASE

Proprietor

Ojo Caliente. Taos County. N. M

Liniment Co.

For Sale By
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
, Santa Fe, N. M.

A. B. CRAYCRAFT,

SPECIALTY

these waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following diseases: Paralysis.
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the K16
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
neys. Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, aV
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boat
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day;
per week; $50 per month. Stage meetr
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request This resort is at
tractive at all seasons, and is open all
winter. Passengers for OJp Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. ra., and
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 ; m. tlie same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further

I

Insist on a ticket via the GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

CttitTIS

Sovthwtsttm PiMtngir Aftitt

a

rhese Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twnty-2v-e
miles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
7e, and about twelve miles from Bar- anca Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the Springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude. 6,000 feet Climate
very dry and delightful
the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs in the world. The efficacy of

ST. LOUIS. MO.

A.M. Dettelbach,

MY

ft. W.

0J0 CALIENTE qOT SPRINGS.

GUARANTEED

Conventions Etc., Etc., Etc.

For terms apply to

m

Read What Accomplished Musicians
Say of the Story and Clark Pianos.

FRANK DIBERT

Large Stage

U U

FOR RENT Nice, newly furnished
rooms, 209 Jefferson St., close In.

FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
"Equal if not superior to any instruAdam's Hall for balls, parties and all ment I have had occasion to use."
other public and private use. Apply Barron Berthold.
to George B. Ellis, trustee.
"Shows such superiority of workmanship and finish as must make
FOR SALE Good driving horse and them welcome to any household."
sing'.o buggy. For further information Leonora Jackson.
apply at Koury's Cash Store.
"Grand and resonent in tone and delightfully sweet and tender." MathilMASSAGE Mrs. H. M. Jackson, la da Bauermeister.
dies and gentlemen's face massage,
"I cannot speak too highly of your
manicuring, developing and reducing pianos, they seem to be unsurpassthe flesh a specialty. All preparations able." R. Watkin Mills.
used are made exclusively by me. Try
"I find your pianos wonderfully symmy almond cleaning cream and Peach pathetic for accompanying the voice."
Blush Skin Food. Will call at resi
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
A HARD STRUGGLE.
dences. 326 W. Water Street.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
me. I consider them second to none."
Many a Santa Fe Citizen Finds the
At Chama, N. M., on or
David Frangcon Davie:?.
Struggle Hard.
October 25, 1904, stock certifl
about
I think it capable of the fullest ex
With a back constantly aching,
cate, No. F. 67,717, for ten shares U. S. pression of musical thought." Ellen
With distressing urinary disorders,
Steel Common Stock in name of John Beach Yaw.
Daily existence is but a struggle.
C. Oren.
Liberal reward. Address,
"In my opinion they rank among the
No need to keep it up.
John C. Oren, Albuquerque, N. M.
very best pianos of the day." Emile
Doan's Kidney Pills will cure you.
Sauret
Santa Fe people endorse this claim.
Possessed of a beautiful quality of
Eusebio Escudero,
hack driver, of JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Griffin st., says: "I cannot exactly say
how long it is since I first noticed that has prepared civil and criminal dock Fernando de Lucia.
I was subject to back ache,
I was perfectly charmed with Its
but It ets especially for the use of justices
must be nearly three years. It never of the peace. They are especially ruled, beauty of tone and delightful touch."- -'
was sufficiently painful to lay me up, with printed headings, in either Span- Francis Tilletsen.
"Their tone is sweet as well as reso
but.it worried me considerably every ish or English, made of good record
paper, strongly and durably bound with nant. Are rema :.ably
now and then. Noticing Doan's Kidadapted for acney Pills advertised to stop backache leather back and covers and canvas companying the voice." Clementine
ana otner symptons or kidney com- sides; have a full index in front and de Vere Sapio.
Tour pianos embody sweetness amd
plaint, led me to reason if this remedy the fees of justices of the peace and
performed half what it promises, it constables printed in full on the first richness of tone, splendM carrying
6
inches.
" Rosa
lr.igrht at least help and I went to Ire- page. The pages are
power and excellent a
land's Pharmacy for a box. It fulfilled These books are made up in civil and Olitzka.
its promises to the letter, for the back- criminal dockets, separate, of 320 THE STORY & CLAP
pages each or with both civil and
ache stopped."
Employ only expert
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cts. criminal bound in one book, 80 pages piece work or contr
320
civil
Inand
criminal.
To
pages
Foster MWburn Co., Buffalo, N. T., sole
In their factories.
them
agents for the United States. Remem troduce low they are offered at the
They have won renown Oi.
following
prices:
ber the name, Doan's, and take no
for excellence and beam,
ti;ients
I Civil
or criminal
...$4.00
Combination civil and criminal $5.00 their Instruments.
Prices and terms most liberal.
For 45 cents
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale docket or 55 additional for a single
on the General Agent for New
Call
cents
additional
a
for
by the New Mexican Printing Com
combination docket, they will be sent Mexico,
pany.
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
REV. CARLISLE P. B. MARTIN, LL. D,
whether English or Spanish
Of Waverly,
Texas, writes: "Of a plainly
SANTA FE, N. M.
printed
heading is wanted. Address,
morning, when first arising, I often find
Who will show you the Story
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
Clark
troublesome collection
of phlegm
Pianos In the several styles and finish
which produces a cough and is very
,
Malog-nyThe Weekly New Mexican Review
Hungarian, Walnut and
hard to dislodge; but a small quantity
Golden
Oak.
is
New
the
published
Mexican
by
of Ballard's Horehound Syrup will at
once dislodge it, and the trouble is Printing Company every Thursday. It
over. I know of no medicine that is contains the most reliable and latest
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to it, and it is also pleasant to territorial, mining, educational, stock
railroad, social and political equal to that done in any of the large
take. I can most cordially recommend raising,
it to all persons needing a medicine for newa of the week from all points of cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
throat or lung trouble." 25c, 50c and the Territory. It is am excellent pa- work we turn out. Try our work once
per to send to friends in the east. and you will certainly come again. We
$1. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
Price five cents per copy.
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one or
Have your stationery printed by the
Telephone No. 31 for fine printing.
the best binderies in the west
New Mexican Printing Company.

Pofclic Entertainments

i

WANTED- - -- Second girl. Apply Mrs.

Staab.

Cream Vermifuge

Parties
Private and

1

ADS

MISCELLANEOUS

AMD

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

Balls

a;PGHTEOTESS S

STORY & CLARIS

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

PASO, TEXAS

Developing and Finishing
Kodak Work to Order :

A. N.BROWN.

Genl. Pass. Agt.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

Can, Pmmmm

ami Tlefcat
AUJU, TCXA
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fall line

ONE WHO

of-- o

HE

WILL RIDE

DIAMONDS, WATCHES.
CLOCKS,

Member of the

lative

SILVERWARE. ETC.

Thirty-Sixt-

Legis-

h

of New
Be of the
Body Guard.

Assembly

Mexico

Will

President's

FSCHER DRUG CO.

v

Manufacturer of

Fjcxican Filigree

Jewelry

BALLARD

j

All kinds of designs in

Coffee

Machine.

FILIGREE NECK CHAINS,

FILIGREE FOB CHAINS,

FILIGREE SUUVfcJMlK

2fUUlNj,

-

IS SPECIFIED

Colonel Roosevelt Draws no Political
Distinctions and Does Not Allow
the President to do so in
Inaugural Parade.

FILIGREE BROOCH PINS, FILIGREE BRACELETS,
FILIGREE CARD CASES.

HAVE STARTED THEIR

At least one member of the Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly of New
Mexico will be in line of march at
4.
March
President
Washington,
Roosevelt completely ignored the fact
that Charles L. Ballard.member of the
New Mexico council from the FifGEO. W. HICKOX, President
jt S. 0. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Tress.
teenth District, is
Democrat, and
asked both Governor O. A. Brodie. of
No. 250 San Francisco Street,
Arizona, and Major Llewellyn of Las
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Alarket Telephone No. 40 Cruces, to see to it that Ballard was
one of the thirty men selected from
old regiment, the Rough Riders,
SARDINES.
great firm is expended, per pound, in his
who
are to be invited to serve as his
40c.
We are offering a very complete tin only
line of Imported and domestic sar- Yellow packages, each package care guard of honor in the big inaugural
Governor Brodie, upon his redines.
fully lined with parafine paper, each. parade.
from
turn
Washington, a few days ago
25c
25c
Sardines, ravigote, can
to a New Mexican staff writer
stated
5
each
sacks
10c
Towel
each
only,
blend,
small
pound
tins,
imported
12
sack makes a towel when empty, each that the President's wish was that
Imported taedium tins
20c
$1.15 only those men selected to attend the
Imported regular tins
function officially would do so as he
MEAT
MARKET.
30c
Imported large tins, boneless
was very busy and could not find time
corn
fed
of
20c
the
marinated
highest
grades
Only
Imported
to
greet all of his comrades personalhouse
of
best
and
the
packing
,.15c meats,
Imported, smoked
as he would desire to do did they
ly
specialties can be found in our mar- come. He
Domestic, extra large cans in muspromised them that he
cleanon
121-the
ourselves
15c
We
and
ket.
10,
tard sauce
pride
see
would
them
every one at the regien5c. liness and care given to all orders
Domestic, oil, regular size
mental reunion at San Antonio late in
trusted us in our market.
OLIVE OIL.
March or early in Mayjf they would
BREAD.
Our stock of imported and Califoralso
Bread is the staff of life and should meet him there. Governor Brodie
nia olive oil was never more complete.
men for
in
that
stated
selecting
thirty
our
bake
in
Imported oil in bottles, a number of you trust to that made
in
a. guard of honor he would bear
different brands, 15, 30, 50, 60, 75, 85 shoi) it will not fail you. We use only
mind the expense attached to the honand
flour
of
Kansas
a
the highest grade
$1.10.
or and select only such men as might
Imported oil in cans, first quality, Fleischman's yeast in making our well afford to spend at least $300 on
bread
test
of
and
bread.
The superlative
very
Tomi brand, nothing better
the trip.
economical:
Quarts 85c; 2 gallons, is to eat it when stale. Our bread
Curits Ts Picturesque.
more
is
bread
and
better
tastes
any
$1.45; gallons, $2.75.
wonders if Will E. Curtis, the
One
a
but an extremely healthful if eaten when at least day
At a less pri
clever
correspondent, is
Washington
account
on
and
bread
if
brand
our
old.
is
Catalumna
Buy
the
good value,
the picturtoward
trifle
a
not
leaning
an
are
1.10.
of the great demand for it you
Gallon tins, $2.10;
gallons
Record-HeralletThose little individual bottles at 15 atle to get the baking of the day be esque, in his late
President's
of
the
on
ter
the
subject
a
in
a
new.
proper place
fore keep it for day
cents each are something
reand spp if it. is not much the best regiment. Referring to letters
COFFEE.
Mr. Curtis sugPresident
ceived
the
by
eaten.
ever
have
We still put our reliance on the bread you
gests these epistles as emanating
CANNED VEGETABLES.
grand values offered by us in the coffrom "Prayerful James." "Hell-Roa- r
is
corn
the
good
Canned
cheapest
fees put up by Chase & Sanborn.
ing Bill," "Sheeny Solomon," "TaranThese coffees are always fresh roast- food, the better grades equal to 17fresh2 tula Hank," "Starvation Jim," "Beef12
15,
6an:
10,
per
stock,
:
ed, and are always of the highest
steak John," "Sister Jane," "Gum20c.
quality consistent with the prices fol-at andPritterkorn. for muffins and fritters, shoe Andy," "Beanpole," "Jumbo,"
which they are sold. None of the
Jim," "The Preacher,"
.
.... 20c "Moonshine
removed.. .
lowing blends are poor coffee. Of can, hulls
"Pop-EyeJohnnie."
and
LAS CRUCES TOMATOES have
course those of the cheaper prices are
Some Alleged Types.
words
more
received
vrt
ass
good
hierher
this year
the u
w
l.Ul TSJ lllAVl J atvv.
And as for the contents of these
we remeirber to have heard be
priced ones, though to some palates - than
messages Mr. Curtis offers the follow
known
well
to
pack.
this
acin
fore
on
regard
they are all the more grateful
GIVES RELIEF QUICKLY.
"Taste just like fresh tomatoes" one ing as bona fide: he received a letter
count of their greater strength.
Not long ago
hand.
can
by
packed
Fresh Fruits in Season!
ladv
says.
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
has
Every
coffee
that
SEAL BRAND, the
from one of the best fighters In the
12 c
Use of Hyomei Cures M.st
Kigular
made Chase & Sanborn famous, and 3 pound cans, each.
10c regiment, which was written in quite
Stubborn Case of Catarrh.
on which the greatest care of this 2 pound cans, tach.
a different tone from those he is in
the habit of reading. It began:
No other medicine gives such prompt
"Dear Colonel: You will be pleased relief as
Hyomei in the treatment of
a
made
I
to learn that
have
good catarrh.
strike and have decided to settle
soothThe first breath of this
down and go into business. I have es and heals the irritated remedy
San Miguel Street, Near tbe Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
and smarting
rented one of the finest places in town, air
and the regular use for a
passages,
have fixed it up in a way you'd be few
FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
days or weeks will cure the most
Droud of. and the big sign over the
case. Some of the reports of
stubborn
door reads:
DECORATIONS
WEDDING BOUQUETS
those who h: ve been cured of catarrh
THE THEODORE ROOSEVELT
by Hyomei read like miracles.
FLORAL DESIGNS
ROUGH RIDER SALOON.
John S. Gray, of Redmond Hills, Pa.,
"If any of your friends are coming writes: "I am 82 years old and have
P. O, Box 457
&
0
Telephone No. ia
out this way I will be glad to see been a sufferer with catarrh in the head
them."
for 25 or 30 years.
I have doctored
Another one of the boys for which with many specialists and they all told
the President has a particular attach' me that the disease was incurable on
nient wrote him last summer for a account of my age. After using Hyoloan of $150 to pay a lawyer to de mei a short time I was greatly benefitfend, him from a charge of voluntary ed and can now say that I am entirely
LONGEVITY
DURABILITY
STRENGTH
homicide in the first degree. The cured. It has been six months since I
money was - promptly forwarded. A stopped using the remedy and I still reCo.
For Sale By New Mexican Printing
few days ago further information of a main cured."
gratifying character was received
The complete Hyomei outfit costs
New Mexico
The late defendant wrote that he had but $ 1.00, consisting of an Inhaler,
Santa Fe
been discharged from jail and , was dropper and sufficient Hyomei to last
. His
Indictment several weeks. This will effect a cure
now
had been dismissed on account o the in
ordinary cases, but for chronic and
accidental death of the principal witcases of catarrh, longer
ness in a scrap in the Dry Gulch
use may be necessary, and then extra
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING. v
The money had been received bottles of
Hyomei can be obtained for
in due time and he was very grateful. 50 cents.
Round Oak
He would send it back at the earliest
the strongest evidence that
It had not been re canProbably
opportunity.
be off ere 1 as to the powers of Hyo.
Day Tetepoae 35.
had
quired to pay the lawyer, but
mei to cure catarrh Is the fact that A. Sunday's and Nights at Mrs. Gold's Residence, foot Palace Ave., T.I. No. 142
come in very handy in squaring a n Trolnnri will ncroa tn rafiinri thfl mon
horse transaction that had threatened
is
if
that Hyomei has not help
to make him a great deal of trouble. ey you say
ed
you.
Another chevalier not long ago wrote:
"Dear Colonel I am in serious
of
trouble and I hope you can help me
out. Last week I accidentally killed a
lady. I was shooting at my wife and
the other lady got in range."
t
ny
; !j,
Yet He Likes Them.
Mr.- - Curtis adds that the President James W. Abbott Says It is Not Sur
loves to talk about his riders, and
passed By Any Mountain Road in
is
the United States.
hasn't forgotten a single incident of
his association with them. He says
b u o n e Round Oak.
that under a rough exterior that some
to the New Mexican.
of these frontiersmen are some, of Special
Las Vegas, Jan. 12. At a meeting
The
in
land.
the
the finest characters
of the Commercial Club of this city
regiment was composed of men of James W. Abbott, special commission90
race
and
religion, although
every
er for the Rocky Mountain division of
Wishing to retire from business 1 will sell my
per cent of them were native born. the department of good roads, deentire stock of
The latest promotions from the ranks clared
nowhere in the United
that
beto the grade of second lieutenant
MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
States was there a mountain road of INDIAN
fore the regiment, was mustered out so
as
standard
a
Scenic
excellent
the
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
included five men. One was a Jew,
Mr. Abbott was most enone a Catholic, two Protestants and Highway.
At less than Cost.
thusiastic about the new road and said
Indian.
the last a half-bree- d
It
when
would. In point
that
completed
TOURISTS:
of scenic interest be second only to
A HOME.
New
Canon.
He
Grand
considered
if
the
Do
solution
labor
of
Mexico's
convict
foV
the
Is
home
a
those
Ton
Bon
The
&
accustomed to the best. A choice of problem as most salutary.
The hardware Dealer,
table d'hote or a la carte change
Send for Catalogue ,
&
Sign of the Old Cart
Have your stationery printed by the
back ar1 forth, forth ad backas of
Cor. Sao Franclsct Sireet and Burro Alleyl
New Mexican Printing Company.
ten as you please.
SANTA FE, N. M
h

Hot Soda Apparatus

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

Beef Bouillon .
Tomato Bouillon
Clam Bouillon .
Limeade
Chocolate

Oc.

......

c

2

HOT OR COLD COCA COLA, 5c.

TRY THEM

1--

mm

'

1-- 2

d

1--

230 San Francisco Street

1--

Santa

c

Fe,.LP.

d

j
i

"

......

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
nr

ll

DUDROW

UndertakersQand
Ettibalmers

You Wffl Like

deep-seate-

d

Sa-loo- n.

Dtidrow's Office Building.

the genuine
better than any xther
stove you ever used.
made right and
It
works

with
right,
fuel
kind

GOLD'S OLD

whatever

SCENIC HIGHWAY
APPEALS TO HIM

most convenient
for you ,to secure.
is

The re are ma

OUT

some kind, There

t

SALE!

Sometimes people say

,

they have it better
look out for the name
on the leg. then you
Call

curiosity shop
CLOSING

stoves called oaks of

will be sure.

& IWlTEtJIE

at

and

our store sometime
and look it over.

V. H. GOEBEL

you know that you miss half of Santa Fe
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museum

1

